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Second Annual Veterans Recognition Day held
By William C. Holmes
UC Editor-in-Chief
SSU held its second annual
Veteran's Recognition Day on :
November 10. Dr. Paul Crabtree, 1
Vice-President of Student Affairs
and former Lance Corporal,
served as master of ceremonies.
Members of American Legion
Post # 134 Color Guard made the
presentation of colors at the assembly.
Keynote speaker was Mitchell
Tolle, a native of Vanceburg,
Kel'tucky and graduate of the
Academy of Art in Cincinnati. A
veteran and Army illustrator in
Thailand, Tolle's speech was en- Mttchell.fl'oll~addres~es
See Veterans page 6
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SSU President named Administrator .
of theYear_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
By William C. Holmes
UC Editor-in-Chief
SSUPresidentDr. CliveC. Veri
was awarded the Administrator of
theYear Award by the Ohio School
Counselor's Association. The
awards luncheon was held at the
Hyatt Regency in Columbus on
Thursday, November 3.
Veri was nominated by Brenda

Miller, JOBS Counselor and member of the Executive Board of the
Ohio Counselor's Association.
The award is given to education
administrators who have shown
excellence in supporting student
counseling programs.
Miller nominated Veri for his
President on page 1~
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VISTA sponsors grant writing workshop
Councilman and student supports pro1ram

c:~tfu:J;~ ## :ige

By Austin Leedom
uc Sports Editor
The VISTAprogramissponsoring a one day Crime Prevention/
Youth at Risk Grant Writing Workshop for the Portsmouth Metropoli3

?
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.ZOCklein, StateProgramSpecialist
for the ·Corporation for National
and Community Service, will
present a workshop on how to apply
for grants under the Crime Bill,

::::;a:~

other federal and

.ZOCklein also will offer a three
day grant writing seminar that will
take place on the 8, 9 and IO of
December in Deercreek. According
to VISTA more details will be offered at the workshop held on NoSee VISTA on page 14
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Artist unveils newest creation at SSU

Tolle featured speaker at ssu Veteran's Day ceremonies
By .Jim Thomson
uc
Assistant News Editor

On Friday, October 21,in Flohr
Lecture Hall, Shawnee State hosted
the unveiling of the original water- •
color painting, "Amazing Grace,"
bytheKentuckyfolkartist,Mitchell
Tolle. Hospitality was extended for
the event through the orchestrations
ofthefollowingShawneeStatestaffers: Faye Logan, Financial Aid
Representative;PeteDuncan, AM;J,ciate Director of Media Services;
andDanYoung,Assi$tantDirector
ofFacilities.
Tolle'sworkswcreondisplayat
the SSU Library. The show featun:d
paintings ofcountry people and rustic scenes. done in the "realist" disciplinc. Tolle, a nativcofVanccburg,
Kentucky,hasanewstudioinBerea,
Kcntucky. Inquiries can be there, or
·throughBob.Lbcbc:r's"PamtedTrea-·
sures" agency; locally. At the unveiling, artist Tolle introduced his
new book, Where Dnamsan Born.
Theworkisa poq,ourriofhisworks.
each captioned with "the story behind the pictlR"-a medley of true
Kentucky folk legends.
Though the event was not adequately advertised, a result of a
minor mix-up, attendance was substantial, including many lifelong
friends, neighbors, and art fanciers
wllO were acquainted with Tone·s
work.
Tolle proved to be an engaging
speaker, a capable musician, and a
hilariousstand-upcomedian, as llell
as a talented illustrator. During the
event he even picked up a guitar and
joined his father (a hannonica virtuoso)andpreformedaoountrygospel jam. The audience joined in,
clapping their hands to the music.
In a rapid, but very clear, conversational style, he delivered an
animated and engaging monologue
from his new book, Where Dreams
an Born. Each anecdote was from
folk humor.
He told what it was like growing
up poor, but well-loved, in the beautiful Salt Lick Valley, on Sia~ Run.
.He recounted an episode about tryingtogettochurchintheoldfamily
jalopy.
He stated "The road was so rutted, you didn't have to steer! The
brake pedal was held in the raised
position by a Coke bottle which
wouldn't budge, when Dad tried to
slowdown. Withadeadpan,country
. .:om.poourw, h.:,:.?ld Mother -!o kiclt
the ·bottle out of place. That didn't
work. Down the hill they careened!
Finally, they flew around the bend at
the bottom of the hill, and ran into
the side of an uncle's prideful new
henhouscl Luckily, no one was seriously hurt, but the hen house was

suspe-nded 1·n uu·d·8ll'
-., a cloud of·. •~ aut·o.graphed.
splinters,chickenfeathers,anddevastationl"
He told the legends of other famoos folk artists and craftsmen of
the hills; the Kinney family, who
carved perfect life-sized, costumed
effigies, so real that people tried to
talktothem,andcamebytoseefullsized dolls dance to fiddle music,
suspended upright on a cleverly-devised, springy wooden hoop.
Tolle became serious. He said
how grateful he was to his parents
andfriendswhosawhimthroughthe
many years of preparation, cxpensive art lessons, and the cliff-hanging trials of waiting to be "discovcrcd" by reluctant art "experts". He
told how his faith in God, community, and selfwas tried as a skeptical
neighbor was overheard saying to·•
hiswife, "Whydon'tyoumakehim
go out and get a real job, and forget
all that art stuff; or run him offl"
He told what it was like sitting
with a studio full of his best works-acknowledged as fine art-with no
sales whatsoever, because he had
not been "discovered" by the "cxperts".Hetoldhowhiswnily,neighbors,andsupporterssawhimthrough
all this, to see him break through, at
last, into the sunlight ofsuccess. He
pnusea: uoa, DC1gnoors,1amny, we
who enjoy and appreciate his work.
Then the big moment was at
hand: the actual unveiling. Yet, before the artist could lift the veil,
there was a sudden disturbance. A
young brunette girl in a bright plaid
dress broke from her mother's side
and ran right down the cc.nter isle ·

.
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There were individuals from as I
far away as Michigan, attending
the unveiling. Those on hand were .
veryexcited,andeachhada"Mitch ; .,
Tolle" storytotell, recounting how l
his talent, or his kindness, had
touched their lives.
On Thursday, November ·10 ,
SSU celebrated Veterans Remembrance Day, this commemorative
occasion was attended by Rcpre- .•.
sentativeStricklandandmanynotablos. Tolle was the featured }
speaker. Tolle served as a U.S.
Army illustrator in Thailand.

j
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towardhim. lbegirlwas"amazing"

little Grace Reynolds, the Tennessee child; thesubjectofthepainting
about to be revealed. Tolle invited
her right up front to "meet the nice
folks". As she ran forward, he swept
her up grandly into his arms and
introduced her to the audience.
. When she returned to her folks
the artist, with a characteristic lack
of pomp, simply christened the
painting "Amazing Grace", and
lifted the veil. There, depicted in
a traditional white country gown
was the young lady. Her wistful,
pensive expression suggested the
dreamy,freespiritofthehillchild.
The placement itnd composition of
the portrait was striking; little
Grace standing in a homestead
doorway, highlighted befor~a dark
background which brought out the
creamy, sunny complexion of a
bright, happy Tennessee mountain
daughter.
As the event wound down everyone was invited to meet the artist, and have ~heir catalogs
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Student ·Senate continued from page I

the previous session, there was a procedurally, the resolution died.
"vote on whether to vote"; rwpen- ·
At this point, the author, Akins,
ing consideration of the actual reso- announced her resignation. Akins
lution.
stated, "Well, I'm afraid that, after
A vote was quickly taken, and the proceedings of today, I'm rerecorded by Secretary- Treasurer signing from the Student Senate. I
Rebecca Greene. The vote resulted don't wantto participate in it, as an
another tie, each member voting as institution, any more. I would be
before, in a perfect split At this happy to help the work of the senate
point, Workman and .Brian Saul in any other way-please let me
briefly oonsulted Roberts Rules of know."
Order, toassurefairnessandproper
Workman acknowledged the
procedureinresolvingthedeadlock. statement, but did not formally enWorkman and Saul deter- tertain the announcement, "I'm not
mined, that, the president should ready for that" She asked Akins to
cast a special individual vote, to meet, privately, after adjournment
break the tie. However, since the
Akins has since been oontacted,
president had 'already, voted on byphone, toclarifywhetherherresthe question, this protocol device ignationannouncementhadbeenofcould not be applied. According to ficially affirmed. She told The
the rules the Senate needed vote Chronicle that a press time she has
again. Thus, the question was re- drafted her letter of resignation,
::t~:~. in te;ms of"ye-£/no" ballot · but has not prese!'.!.!~ the let!.~:- to
phrasing. ·
Workman.
Since the Issue 4 Resolution
Workman took painuo restate
· the issue clearly before the vote was the lone agenda item for this
was taken again. She stated "If special session, the Senate exyou are saying "yes' to Issue :4, hausted the normal closing procethen you vote 'no' on this resolu- dures, exited. affording Workman
tion." Again, the vote was taken; and Akins to meet over the resigagai n, the same tic. Thus, nationannouncement.

Circulation from page. I

soughtlegru advice:
_
BilE:-k-!n:..~.;; Ec:litor-in-Chief of
The Chronicle, who questioned
Dunhamaftertheincidentsays, "The
matter of the theft of the newspapers deals with the First Amendment rights of this newspaper. I
believe that the University Community does have a right to know about
these matters especially if it ~ns
on school property. ·
·
· ·· ·
"Obviously,thismatterwasnotof
asecretivcnatureCIOOSideringthenumberofstudents who live in the student
housiogfacilityandthefactthatoutside agencies were involved in the
incidentand that this happened in the
middleoftheaftemoononabusyday.
I think this story will benefit the student body by giving them the knowledge that these crimes can happen at
Shawnee State University. The sup-

pressionofthi.smaterial ~not help
the matter.~
·
- 1 ,,,_
HolmeshasissuedaformaloomplaintooocemingtbethreatwithCampus Security which named Dunham

andParker.

·

Holmesadded, "ltseemsthatMr.
Dunham has decided to become a
martyrfortheentiregroup. I feel that
all the parties responsible should be
held aooountable. ~fore. all inili- ,.
vidualslhaveevidenceofoonspiriog
with Dunham have been included in
the report to Security."
UC News Editor, Robert D. ,
Kinkade, was stalked by several individualswhoSlationedthemselvesoutside his place of work and residence
after the article appeared last week.
Kinkade wrote the oontroversial article. He stated that, at the time of
publication,'thestalkinghadended.
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recognized the importance of education, and joins the Concerned
RESOLUTION TO OPPOSE Ohioans to Stop Issue 4, to oppose
STATE :ssuE"
· the repeal of Ohio's penny-a-can
Whereas, State Issue 4 is a con- pop tax, and urges students, and all
stitutional amendment that seeks Ohioans to vote NO on State Issue
to repeal the one-penny-a-can
wholesale tax on soda pop--a tax
that was adopted in 1992 by the state
legislature with the support of Governor George Voinovich as part ofa
package of l4 revenue measures to
balance the state budget, prevent
cuts in school funding, and avoid the
prospect of an increase in the other
major taxes;
WHEREAS, the tax generates
more than <iO million dollars in yearly
revenue that is placed it the General
Revenue Fund and used for education;
WHEREAS, thepassageofState
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4 on November 8, 1994;
THEREFORE LET IT BE RESOLVED that the Shawnee State
University Student Senate approve
this resolution and opposes State
Issue 4.

its LOWltSt,99
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A question

of ethics _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The Chronicle has experienced an unsual event in its history. I refer to
the theft of over 1,000 newspapers from our stands this week. While the
individuals who removed the papers felt they were motivated by a just
moral conviction, they still committed a crime. The University Chronicle
will pursue the matter with the proper legal agencies against those
responsible.
Those responsible felt that they should stop the "evil" press from
circulating this information. However, thedecision to print the article concerning a suicide and alleged rape was not an easy issue for the editorial staff and
the newspaper. In fact, it was something that took a great deal of time to
consider.
The facts are that the suicide and alleged sexual assault occured on
University property, and geography ties the event to the University. It was not
simply The Chronicle looking into the lives of students outside of campus.
Also, the matter was not too secretive since the students who live at the
University Housing Complex were able to witness the arrival of the proper
authorities to the scene. It is an unrealistic notion that the event itself was
secretive.
The~ are many arguments against the newspaper printing tl-..:s kind of
sensitive material. However, the suppression of information does not help the
-situation.ItisimportanttoshowthattheseeventscanhappenatShawneeState.
1be University Community has been lucky not to have an incredibly high
crime rate up to this point. The article was printed to awaken the University
to the potential danger that can occur on this campus. Maybe the printing
of tllis article can prevent this kind of tragedy happening again.
Some within the feminist spectrum argue that the suppression of information concerning·these crimes only protect those who perpetrate them. The
Cfironicle agrees with that analysis. If there was a crime committed on this
Campus the staff of The University Chronicle hopes that justice will be
rendered against the perpetrator. On this campus the truth shall not live
quietly....

I never thought I would have to
write a column like this one. It
saddens and hurts me that a newspaperthat I am associated with would
stoop to such a level.·
Last week The Chronicle ran a
story about a suicide attempt of
one of the students on Otis campus. The story itself had the horrible odor of muckraking. The article which was written was nothing
more than a shocking expose that
one would see on television. (By the
time this story has run, supposedly
/ two other so-called newspapers will
have run the suicide story.)
The Chronicle's story was supposed to have been about a news
event. The Chronicle has no right
to delve into the victim's private
life. It should never been printed
material about any of the problems she was experiencing. The
private life of the victim, is just
that; PRIVATE.
lmagine if the suicide article
described someone you cared
about. Maybe a wife, mother, sister, friend or even if it was yourself

was talked about in such a personal
way. How would you feel aboutreading that story in the newspapers?
How would you feel about the rest of
society reading your life story?
If a newspaper will stoop to this
level to do a story, then where will
they stop? Do we do stories about
women on campus who. have had
abortions? What about students
recovering from drug addictions?
I am certain we could even find
someone on campus- who was motested as a child and do a story
about them.
The question is when is a news
story no longer news? When you
cross that thin line. Yes, I can say
the public ha:s a right to know about
the suicide attempt on campus.
They DO NOT have the right to
know anything about the person's
private life.
Everyone has skeletons in their
closet, things that occur that we
would never want the rest of society to know about. Life is hard
enough without other people exposing a wound and allowing it to
fester in the public's eye.

When a news story like this is
written, we forget that real human
beings are involved. As a society
we have come to punish the victim,
(by writing and reading these kinds
of articles) in order to feed our
appetite for destruction.
These stories are wrong if the
damage they could possibly do outweighs any good that might be accomplished. I understand the journalist's and the editor's decision to
do this story. I harshly disagree
with how th,e story was written.
When doing a story like this (if
you have a conscience, which I
wonder if any of us have), you
have to ask one major question.
Will I be hurting someone who has
suffered more than enough anguish? In this case, they most
definitely have.
Some of you might applaud the
story and think it was written correctly. Some of you might have no
problem with reading any of the
graphic or personal details about
the victim. Stop and think, however, for the next time _the victim
could be you.

By Robert Kinkade
UC News Editor
Perhaps you are familiar with
the story detailing an alleged rape
printed last week by The Chronicle.
( That is, if you were lucky enough
to get a copy before many were
stolen.) I have the honor of being
the author of the said article.
The Chronicle believes the story
was presented in a responsible manner. This reporter was careful to
delete all the names of the people
involved, and interviews with witnesses were carefully conducted.
I concur with Mr. Dunham that
the article provided graphic details,
but when one looks at all the events,
from the alleged rape to the attempted suicide, it is clear that all
the details are relevant.
An important element in any

news story is "why," and details provide explanation. Thefollowingfacts
are important. First, the young lady
suffers from Bulimia, a disease
known to cause severe depression
-and frustration along with a great
fear of rejection. Second, the young
-lady's depression was deemed severe enough to warrant medical attention. Third, the young lady was
allegedly sexually assaulted, certainly an extremely traumatic experience in itself. Fourth, and finally,
the young lady, shortly before her
attempted suicide, was threatened by
the person who allegedly assaulted
her.
There was no muckraking. I simply presented the readers with the
facts. I do regret that the information
was misconstrued by p~s to the

extent that it was viewed as an outright attack on the young lady, and
for that I do apologize. The actions
taken by Mr. Dunham and others
(namely, stealing copies of the newspaper), however, were unwarranted
and illegal.
I do not wish to see Mr. Dunham
and others treated harshly, but I do
expect them to either replace the materials they have stolen or reimburse
The Chronicle for damages.
SinceThe Chronicle budget comes
from student fees and advertisers, re~
payment seems fair. The theft was not
only from you, the readers, and we, the
writers, but also from the people who
advertise in The Chronicle.
What will you do, gentlemen who
have purloined newspapers? Justice
demands action.

Reporter defends position

,,.
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New responsibilities announced for Student Affairs

New responsibilitiesforSuz.anne
Shelpman and Rosemary Poston becomeeffectiveJanwuy 1, 1995, with
the transition taking place over the
next two months. Shelpman will
sume the responsibilities of Direc-

as-

torofAdmmimandRctention, with
Admission, JOBS and STARS reporting to her. Poston will assume
the responsibilities ofAssociate Director of Admission.
Dr. Paul Crabtree, Vice Presi-

dent for Student Affairs would like
to thank both Shelpman and Poston
for their willingness to assume these
responsibilities. Admissions and retention efforts will be coordinated
and improved.

Stude~t awarded scholarship from Plastics
Pioneer Association-------------

ShawneeinJuneofl996withaB.S.
Foughtisoneofonlyl3students
. The Plastics Pioneers Associa- degreeinPlasticsEnginecringTech- nationwide to win the PPA award.
tion, a society for industry leaders, nology.
The other recipients represent Minhas released the name of Shawnee
HeisthesonofGeraldandJanice nesota, Pennsylvania, Michigan,
' Washington, and Fremont, Ohio.
State student, Michael Fought, as a Fought ofGibsanburg, Ohio.
scholarship recipient for the 1994/ . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
95 schoolyear. Thescholarshipwas
established to promote plastics education.
Shawnee State University does not discriminate in
Fought graduated from Terra
admission, access, or treatment in programs and activities
Tech Community College in Freor employment policies or practices on the basis of
race, creed, sex color, national or ethnic origin, religion, marital status,
mont, Obi~ in 1994 with an associage, sexµal orientation, Vietnam-era or qualified veteran status, or
ate degree in. Plastics engineering
qualified handicap.
Technology. He then transferred to
Shawnee State University to obtain
If you think that you have been
harassed or discriminated against
his baccalaureate degree in the same
contact
program.
Elinda Boyles,
He is a member of the student
Affirmative Action Coordinator, 355-2398,
chapter of the Society of Plastics
or
The Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs,
Engineers and wrote a quality con355-3251.
trol manual forthe Techniform Corporation of Fremont where he was
employed as a summer intern.
FNght plans to graduate from

New• Release
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Veterans continued from page I

. flee cf their life, io ensure. that. .,;Gille true. Tolle proclaimed,. bo,e .. .\V..e .- liv.o..in.t)le.dreams.of . great fallen .ones.flows ..y.ct jn_
titled "Whose Kid are Yea?"
Tolle spoke about his rural their children's dreams could "For we are the children of our fathers. The blood of those See Veteran'• on page 13
upbringing and the tight-knit nature of his family which lead him
to follow his dream. He stated
that t¥ day he decided to become an artist was the day he
watched his father draw a picture of Christ. Tolle, then three
years old, decided to become an
artist. He stated, "Everyone forgot about that drawing, except
,,-,.
-?"-t.
me."
Tolle stated that be had a
dream of becoming an artist and
selling his work to make a living.
He said that mo~t who worked in
his small town had never beard
of anyone making a living with
an artists pad. However, he said
they never discouraged him as
youth.He continued to say that
with the support of bis friends
and family he accomplished what
he set out to do.
Tolle continued by saying that
his dream of becoming an artist
was trul~• fulfilled by his ancestors who risked everything in
order to journey to the New
World. He stated that we owe all
of o~r drea~s to those who gave
everything, including the sacri-
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S55 Scholarships from page I

an accountmg major. .Foster
resides in New Boston with her
three sons Keith 19, Chris 16,
and Brandon 12.
Michael Bankey, Director of

Student Support Services, states
"I would like to congratulate these
three students and personally
thanktheSSUdevelopmentFoundation for making these scholar-

ships possible." For information
about services and opportunities
offered by Student Support ServicescontactBankeyandhisstaff
at 355-2402.
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Students need ·t o become involved - By Lisa Sherman

uc Guest Writer ·

•" chance

for involvement that fraternity- Rob Parsons
6. Delta Sigma Tau-sororitylarger colleges do not offer. SSU
is not tradition bound in its clubs Polly Workman
7. Sigma Gamma Rho-sororand organizations.
ityC. Morris
New clubs and organizations
8. Phi Theta Kappa-2 year
are forming each year and there
is room for, the expansionofex- honors-Jeannie Sorony
9. Psychology Club-Dr.
isling ones and the formation of
new ones. Here is your chance to Hagop Pambookian
9. Paralegal Association express yourself and make a difKaren Crummie
· ference.
10. SUMS (Shawnee UniverThe following are some of the
clubs a"1d organizations on cam- 1ity Math Society)-Bill Canon
11. Innermi11ion-Christian
pus, what they do, and who to conBurchett
organization-Ma~k
tact. They will be glad to talk to
you, so stop by and check
them out. It's to your advantage.
1. Student Sen'
ate-student govern\_!JI
meat- Polly Workman
;~\
2. Progru!uning
Board-plans entertainmeat and activities- Jason Sininger
3. STRIDE-non-traditional
studentsMarilyn West
4. TKE- fraternityShawn Carver
304 Chllllcothe St.
5. Delta Sigma Phi-

Are you the kind of student
who arrives on campus ten minutes before a class and leaves as
soon as class hasenc;led7 If this is
so, maybe you are missing out on
a valuable opportunity, the opportunity to get involved.
There are many clubs and organizations on campus that have
a variety· of purposes ranging
from social to academic. You do
not have to be a leader to join a
club. Each one offers the opportunity for leadership, but few require their members to be leaders.
. There are rewards for participation in campus organizations.
There are new friendships to be
made and the value of joining
w!th others to meet a soal. Employers look for employees with
well-rounded educational experiences. You will find that you
will become a part of Shawnee
State and you can express your
opinion about the way you think
things should happen. Student involvement in committees that inelude faculty and administratois allGw studen,s
to see faculty and administration in a different light as they work
together. Facuityandadministrators get to see """'"'"'"' "' "' "'"'·'"'i/i,i/?' /:/ : ·:' ., ,. ·, , ,..,., ·..·.· ··
the students in a diffcrent atmosphere
Sunset 8 Rainbow
and get to know students individually.
Lanes
SSU, being a
9&.m.-~2p.m. lloa-&aa
!:mailer institution,
O!;,ea Bowllq ,~.oo
offers a unique
Dally
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STORE.
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• FISH · .
• BIRDS
.
• R~PTiLES ·.• -·SMAL:L ANIMALS ·:
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,3 54-4470,

711 Gay Street . Portsmouth
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Try Our CHERRIES
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.

Super Sound System
Dance, Music 8
Classic Rock+ Roll
New Stage - Dance
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Band Apparel Available
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An interview ~ith t~e President of Delta Sigma Tau - - - - - - -

· pcricnccs have helped you with · ,-to get involved on and off campus. IPIY risks involved."
the decisions you have had to Everybody these days seems to
Polly Workman's office is lomake?
·
loose track of what is going on cated in the University Center room
Workman: "Definitely I I have around them.
met such a variety of people, that I For example,
have been able to get a glimpse of the Student
what many people are actually do- Senate meets
ing withthcirdegRCS. Thatknowl- every other
edgc is priceless and has helped Friday and
me to decide areas that I would rarely does
like to become involved anyone other
in. Decisions like that are thantbe Senadifficult to make without tors attend
guidance. I have had to them. Everymake a number of deci- one has a
sions, and some have not voice. Let the
beeneasy, the actual pro- people who
cess of making the deci- arc makhag
sions has been a great the decisions
for you know
1
1
11••:
l ~ ; f=~:~~,,feel how you feel
~:;;;::;:;:;;;:;=::;;:;;;:;;;;;;;iiiiii=~=~;;';·'·:'·'~ y()u have learned mQSt . andwbatyour
from . holding the posi:.: ·opinions ·are.
creased my social skills. I have also tions you have held?
There are
had the opportunity to meet many
Workman: I have learned to many opporimportant membersofboth the Uni- set and stay focused on my goals tunities out
versity and Portsmouth community, and to keep the commitments I there, but it is
which has, in tum, and opened doors have made. These two things, I not very often
that someone walks up to you and 123 in the Student Organi7.8tions
that, had I not been involved, may feel, go hand in hand."
never have been available to me. It
UC: What would you like to hands one to you. You almost al- Area on the first floor. Her phone
has encouraged mcto stay at Shaw- challenge to a freshman or transfer ways have to take the first step. Go number is 355-2320 and she weln~ State, with pri:!c knowing that student, O! any.i:ie student, for that ahead and take it, the benefits for comes students to call and voice
in some way I have helped some- matter, who wishes to follow in doing so will weigh far more than their opinions.
one or helped to change some as- your footsteps?
pect of this school for the better." ·
Workman: "I would like to
UC: Do you .eel as if your ex- ~ncouragc any and every student

gree-in Social -Science a.,"ld History
with an Elementary Education certificate.
The University Chronicle asked
these questions of Workman.
UC: How has your involvement
in various organiutions improved
your college experience?
Workman: ..I have made a tremendous amount of friends and in-

·,, ··By Lee Ann Henty
uc Staff Writer
Editor's Note:The University

Chronicle is beginning a series
of interviews and brief profiles
of the Greek Organizations•
Presidents. 011r p11rpose is to
direct yo11r attention to the Greek
Organizations on camp11sand the
people make 11p these gro11ps, by
foc11sing on the people who lead
them.
The first interview is with Polly

Workman. She has worked very
hard to establish hcrselfin the University community and also to form
new organizations for students.
Along with serving as· the first
President and founder of the local
sorority, Delta Sigma Tau, she presides as the Student Senate Presi.'!~_lL~~~!>:.al~ ~ .i:ves on
the Blue Ribbon Football Committee and serves as a ex officio
member of the Executive Board of
the University Senate.
The responsibilities she faces
on an avcra-gc day go above and
beyond attending classes and meetings. Polly also works for the University in the Administration Offi..::, a: the informati:m desk 11ml
volunteers many hours to community service and philanthropy. She
is a senior expecting to graduate in
the spring with a Bachcrlor's de-
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WHAT FOOLS. THESE MORTALS BE!

This was not exactly what you certainly isn't going to be private
Well,• -it's been one ~f t.~o<"..e••· :egsshotoff. A lotofwea:thypeuple
weeks, hasn't it? It's been a week were trying desperately to preserve would call a clandestine operation. any longer.
·
It was either Shakespeare or
when the banshee roar of pain and the status 'quo and obliterate any Withinhours,itwascommonknowloutrage reverberated through the ears cultural practice that might lead to edge that something had happened David Bowie who wrote: Oh, Lord,
and souls of demons too unspeak- personal freedom. A lot of wealthy and a fairly good percentage of the what fools these mortals be!
able to imagine. I refer, ofcourse, to white people were working vigor- students had some idea what it was.
Well, atleastwecanapplaudher
The Chronicle thought this ought decision to prosecute. Far too many
the Strickland-Cremeans debate. ously to keep blacks from joining
women don't in similar situations.
Elsewhere it's been worse. (I be- country clubs and playing golf. The to be reported. Well, d-uh.
Inanarticlewhichdidnotmen- . Irrfact, if you read the story, you'll
lieve it was Saint Humerus, patron young and the black and the differsaint of satirists, who decreed that ent suffered active oppression and it tion the yoyng lady's name or give . find a number of rumors reported
elections would closely follow Hal- is possible to applaud the actions of any clues as to her identity, the bare that the male individual in question
loween.)
an oppressed people who strike out facts were reported. A lot of other has done before what he did to this
It's been a week of tragedy and at their oppressors even when the stuffwas reported as well, but that's girl that, presumably, made her athorror and knuckle-biting despera- actions would be wrong in other not relevant to the issue at hand.
tempt suicide. If one ofthose earlier
women
tionandhand-wringinganguish.
contexts. Also,
had reButmorethananything,it'sbeen since
only
ported
a week of foolishness.
wealthy people
his acIn fact, I can't remember a time played golf in
tions or
when foolishness has pervaded the those days, atprosairwaves and theprintedcolumns of tacking a golf
ecuted ..
theworld'snewspaperstotheextent course could be
One
it has lately.
seenasattacking
student's
Never mind that the Bosnians the problem at
defense
and the Uruguayans (or whoever, I the source. But
of the
can't keep this all straight) are still today?
theft of
fighting, De\/CrmindthattheFinance
Most golf
newspaMinisterofRussia, whowascharged courses (with
pers was
-w ithwhatoneofmycolleaguescalls somenotableex'Welton-like crimes', has just been ceptions) are
that the
young
reinstatedbyYeltsin(orZeltinovor open to every
Baryshnikofforwhoeveris running race. And if one
lady had
thatrottenexcuseforacountrythese isn't, there's another one down the
Now it would seem that some a right to herprlvacy and to keepthls
days), be oblivious to the fact that road that is. Golf courses are more people felt we had invaded her pri- shameful event hidden.
·
much of the:wrn:ld persists in recog- common than they used to be. G~!f vacy. I would suggest that the ambuIt is part of the incredible sicknizing England as a real nation in- coursesjust~n' tsymbolsofwealth lanceshadalreadydonethaLimean, ness of this society that we consider
stead of seeing it as what it really is_ and affluence anymore. And wealth they're pretty hard to miss. When women to have something to be
(a loose confederation of jerks). andaflluencearen' tseenasanysort big, bright red cars with flashing ashamed of when they are raped.
Never mind all that international of proofof wisdoni or social superi- lights and sirens pull up in your yard, When an unconscious woman is
foolishness.
ority anymore. (Ibis is the true legacy you might as well forget about keep- taken advantage ofby a fully conAnd never mind all the national of the 60's for those who have been ing the state of your health a secret scious male, why should she feel
tragedies, never mind that the last wondering.) No, attacking a golf
In any case, certain individuals ashamed?
week has been somewhat airplane- course these days can't be defended decided to exercise a little post-pub,.;
And how can we perpetuate this
crash intensive, forget that atwr a_ on the same grounds it once C®I<t. _ lication censorship. Tbey. stole the attiltlde lly saying that we shoul4n 't
long and rather ridiculous period of
No, whoever did thiswasn'tmak- papers and dumped them into trash touch this story and bring to light
jury selection, both the prosecution ing a point about social injustice or cans and dumpsters.
the horrible fact that she is an innoand the defense in the Simpson case intolerance. They were acting out of
Now given that this would be cent victim?
are accusing each other of racism, a personal vendetta or they werejust foolishness in any case, akin to lockIn truth, the actions ofthe indiput it totally out ofyour mind that in goofing off.
ing the stable portal after the equine viduals who stole the newspapers
some God-forsaken little town in a
Of course, I can't really say I has granted itself shock parole, the are of the greatest value to the young
Southern state a woman has con- care that much. I don't play golf paper-stealers should have realized· male who allegedly committed the
fessed to strapping her two rl-" ~- .n (where would I find the time? It's a the pointlessness of their actions. sexual assault. He is the one who has
into the back seat of her "-- . '1ld busy life!) Yet, I have to wonder if I'm told that two other papers have most to gain from silence. He gains
driving the car inlo a lake so the thesepeoplewerejustdrunkorwhat alreadypickedupthestoryandp~ the freedom which is imperiled by
children would drown, and now the
It's not like the golf course is lished notices on it I mean, it isn't the truth, he retains the respectabilpolicearetakinge:i.1ra0rdinarymea- actually going to be hurt by all this. exactly a magic trick to find out if ity which would be destroyed by the
sores to keep her from being lynched Infact, in terms ofrevenging oneself someone was admitted to the hospi- truth and he gains the trust of many
while she "threatens" to kill herself on either the golf course or anybody tal.
potential victims, the young ladies
(whatthreat?theonlypeoplelknow whoplaysthe~it'saprettypathetic
But even if these newspapers who would never fall into his
whowanttokeepheralivearepeople attempt.
hadn'talreadyplannedtomakemen- clutches if the truth were known.
who wantto torture her before they
Actually, it's just foolish.
lion of this case, it was virtually
As is always the case when anykill her). Forget all that national foolCloser to home, most ofyou will assured that they would report on an one tries to destroy what they perishnes.,.
already have heard of the attack on abridgement of what we newpaper ceive to be evil by hiding its existLet's concentrate on local fool- your own 'right to know' by some . people think of as THE Amend- ence, they have created that condition
members of the university commu- ment
ishness instead.
under which evil grows and flourI'vejustheardthatthelocalgolf nity. To put the story in a nutshell,
Incidentally, denying the ishes: the condition of secrecy.
has been vandalized. Now ambulancenoaredtothefonncrCd- people's 'right to know' is considOn the matter of those rumors...
there' s an action with a point What eron Square a few days ago, sirens ered a federal offense...did anyone
I've long been a proponent ofthe
were these people trying to pro~? blazing, in the middle of the well-lit think of that?
idea that what people are thinking
Granted,inthe60'sitwou1dhave afternoon, paramedics went in,
Tomakemattersevensillier,I'm and saying about what is happening
made sense. Alotofwealthypeople broughtoutayoungladyandputher told the young lady involved bas is probably as important as what is
were getting wealthier by shipping ' in theambulanceandzoomcdaway, filed charges against someone con- actually happening. On the other
young boys overseas to have their simls screaming.
• nccted with this whole mess, so it hand, the purpose ofa news story is

Viewlrom
the Cheap
Seats
by Jay Arr Henderson

course

to present facts or the suppositions
of those especially trained to unravel the truth in certain situations.
In practice, this often comes down to
a wild desire to print the utterings of
individuals of power who have no
expertise in the situation under discussion and who often aren't aware
of the few known facts in the case.
This is something that should be
guarded against. At the other end of
the spectrum is the willingness to
print anonymously the utterances of
anyone who happens to wonder by.
These are very often wildly at variance with any semblance of reality.
However, the fact that they are contained in a news story gives them an
air of verisimilitude they would not
have if the rumor-spreader's name
were known. People will believe the
cold, impartial print who would simply laugh at the individual whose
words are being reported if they
were to hear him speak those words
in person.
Thus, it is of the utmost importance that rumor and fact be separated and each category carefully
labeled. If you will 1o<ic at The

Chronicle story under discussion, I
think you will see that this was done.

This doesn' t Inean I'm happy with the
story. As a writer, I can immediately
seewhatl would have done, ortried to
do, differently. But that is irrelevant
The question we should ask ourselves
concerns not how well the story was
done but whether it was within the
bounds of journalistic ethics. And I
believe that it was.
Finally, wemustconsiderthepsychiatric axiom that an attempted sui-a
cide is actually a wa'f ofdrawing attention to the selfand calling for help. If
so, The Chronicle story was probably
the best thing that could have happenedtothevictim,andany~to
keep her problem; secret might only
fon:e her to tiy again.
So, is that enough foolishness for
you?
Just in case it isn't, let me report
some news from last week. It seems
the UniversityofK.entucky has bowed
to pressure from concerned pamlts
whobelievedthattbeirvirginaldaughters and sons might be corrupted by
seeing something unseemly and have
demanded that the university change
its logo. The logo features a pictun: of
a Bean:at (whatever the heck that is)
andthel)ean:at'stongue, tothosewith
acertainfilthytumofmind, resembles
a body part that half of us have and
many others coosidcr a fine play-toy.
I can't really do the picturejustice
by describing it, you'll have to see itto
know what I mean. And, hopefully,
Continued on page 11
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The lady in p i n k - - - - - - - - - Okay people, I'm back. If-you
UC: Describe your average day.
were lucky enough to get a oopyoflast
EE: "Ibeginat 11 :OOamand work
week's paper you might have noticed till 8: 15, and I haveahalf'.hour lunch.
that WHO'S WHO was not there. MondaysandTuesdaystendtobethe
That's because I took a break from the · busiestdaysoftheweek. and the hours
column and became a news rq,orter between 11 AMand 1 P.M are the
(youmighthavespottedmybylineon busiest times of the day. Besides
the front page.) WHO'S WHO is working the register my other duties
back this week with an interview with include keeping everything neat and
someone we all know and loYe, so tidy, and tearing down the salad bar at
with no further ado...
Hca:ccuttiliwcee'

Ellllliiiieeee.
ELLIE EDWARDS

THE PROFESSIONAL
UNIVERSITY
CHRONICLE: What is
your job tide?

provements in your time here?

EE: Yes, since the cafeteria was
moved to the University Center there
is a better variety of food which has
more quality.

ELLIE EDWARDS TIIE PER-

SON

UC: What is your favorite TV
show?
EE: "Murder She Wr~" with

Wbo's Wbo
atSSU

EILIEEDWARDS:"I
do a little bit of everything"
As one ofthe Shawnee State Uni'YCl'Sity cafeteria workers, Ellie's re>
sume states that she works as cook.
grill, and register clerk. Yet. more
importantly she is a friend to the many
students who pass through the cafete.
ria each and every day.

by Tiffany Kneisly
I

-

...,

AngelaLandsbury. .
UC: What is your
favorite color and why?
EE: ·a1ue. I guess
because I look better in
bluetbananya>lor. Itis
bettertban thepinkuniform shirt we have to

UC: Do you have

lu_e -~ ~.-a~~---~

§a-1.-1t

a~?

I

~.
- ~-"

Come out of hibernation 9 watch the SSU Bears defeat the Crusaders on November %7th at 7:30
But first join us for the "Pizza Feast" on the Mezzanine at 6:oo
and stay and support your Bears

,

1

'Por,'t forget, Cir,en,a Nigl,t, 11:50 p.n,. 'Friday tl,e 18t1,!
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Let's return Ted to Shawnee State University _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

By Austin Leedom

uc Sports Editor

In his opinion column, The
Liberial Slant, Daniel Stewart has
urged that we return former SSU
Professor Ted Strickland to the
House of Representatives for another two year session; however
Daniel doesn't give us reasons to
vote for Strickland, but rather used
most of his letter to attack Frank
Cremeans for his beliefin a Christian moral order. Daniel seems particularly concerned that gay rights
and rights to abortion will suffer if
Strickland is not returned to Congress,
In support of Daniel's plea to
back Strickland as the defender of
the gays, I offer the following
items from Ted Strickland's voting record in support of gays, and
cth=r Cli!:!on programs for ..free. .
domand fairness" in America. On
September 28, 1993 Ted voted to
lift the ban on homosexuals and
lcsbiansinthearmedfon::es. Many
conservatives complained that
Ted'svotewouldweakenthemilitary in that our young military men
and women would be subjected to
perverted sexual assaults and
.veidld laQ:, i:a addiiion to the mac.-y
other hazards of military life, the
threat of being more likely to coniract AIDS from the gays. It was
said that these addlll dangers to
the young men and women of the
military would make recruiting
more difficult •nd might force rt"·
sumption of th&! selective service
draft which was discontinued duringtheNixonadministration. Veteran groups, parents with chll.lr~n
in the military, and so called
..Christian" organizations have
complained so long and so loud
about this vote, that in Ted's defense, I would like to point out that
Ted Strickland, like Bill Clinton,
never served in the military and
tliereforc has no idea of the dangers in the life of a young man or

woman in the armed forces. • •·
OnJune30th, 1993, Tedvoted
to pennil public.funds to be used to
provide group health insurance
coverage for gay couples. Ted's
press secretary, Ron Sylvester explained that this was only for the
residentsofWashingtonD.C.,and
would include not only gay couples
but could also cover a daughter
and mother,. or perhaps brothers
who might be living together in
D.C. For example if a man was
employed by the government in
Washington D.C. and was living
with his brother, then the brother
would also be insured. Likewise,
ifa homosexual man was employed
by the government in Washington
D.C., then his homosexual livo,in
lover would also be insured by
taxpayer funds for health insurance.
President Clinton and Ted
Strickland seem to hold the same
moral values in their "fairness to
gaysandlesbians." PresidentClinton has 8PJ)ointed numerous gay
rights people to top positions in his
cabinetandthefederalcourt. Most
notableistheappointmcntofJanet
Reno as head of the Justice Departmcnt. Ms. Reno, you may remember was the women who ordered the total destruction of the
church compound in Waco, Texas
in April, 1993, with the tragic loss
ofeighty humans, mostly innocent
women and children.
· Ted has indeed been a supporter of rights for abortion and
gays; but he denies that he supports classroom instruction condoning homosexuality as a positive lifestlye in our public schools.
Ted's spokesman, Ron Sylvester,
cxplainedthatinvotingonthc24th
of March against an amendment
blocking federal school nioncy
from being spent on any program
..that supports homosexuality as a
positive lifestyle alternative" Ted

·• t-1~n~ersor1\~rorn>paee .?::: :···•·>·· <?·••<

• ..

was really supporting ..the rights and showed me that he had already
of local school district to caU the issued a news release proclaiming
shots on what their curriculum that he believed President Clinton
should contain."
. should take the issue before the
Ron Sylvester has suggested Congress before proceeding.) Of
that Frank Cremeans strategy was course President Clinton ignored
to talk about homosexuality ..to TedStricklandandthepleasofthe
take the public's eye off the sub- other Congressmen and continued
stantive things Ted has been in- on his unconstitutional plan to invade the small island nation before
volved in."
Let us take a look at the sub- Congress could have an opportustance of Ted's actions in Con- nity to take up the issue.
gress. Basically CongreNman
Fortunately Jimmy Carter
Strickland has adopted and sup- bailedBilloutofbigtroubleagain.
ported Bill and Hillary Clinton's Ted's support of Clinton has been
morals and programs. Ted's vote almost constant. On the 20th of
for the Clinton tax bill helped put April, 1994, Ted Strickland supthe greatest tax raise in history into ported the President by voting to
effect. You can feel the substance put American combat troops under
of this vote every time you get foreign command.
gasoline. Thc4.9centspergallon
The substance of Ted Strickof gasoline tax increase is the most land has generally been the same
visible of the tax raises. We will substance ofHillary and Bill Clinsee and feel the other increases in ton.
the montbs and years to come.
Ted's press secretary, Ron
On the 9th of November, 19931 Sylvester, told me that Ted had
Ted Strickland voted against an voted for public funds for abortion
early withdrawal of troops from because it was constitutional, and
Somalia. Even when our dead therefore he felt that it was nccesAmerican soldier was shown on sary to support the President.
CNN being dragged, naked,
Ted did vote against gun conthrough the streets of Mogadishu, · trol. This vote was probably the
Somalia, Ted Strickland still sup- only one he has made in Washingported Clinton.ton that pleased the majorityofhis
On the 22nd ofNovember, 1993 constituency. In this case, Bill ~linTed voted against requiring strict ton didn't need his vote. Perhaps
conditions being met before un- Ted voted the way he did because
dertaking invasion of Haiti, but of his concern for constitutionalTed Strickland, like Bill Clinton, ity; not flecause of any concern
has learned to waffle.
about the desires of the citizens of
(I met with Ted Strickland on the sixth district.
the 14th of September, 1994 and
As a registered Democrat, I try
told him ofmy fears that our young to vote for Democratic candidates
soldiers, sailors, airmen and ma- and was delighted to get rid of
rines would be coming home in "Bad Check Bob McEwen" in the
body bags from Haiti if President election of 1992. It had been too
Clinton continued his then an- many years since we had a Demonounccd agenda for invasion of crat from this district to represent
Haiti. I ~ r advised Congress- us in Washington and I had high
man Strickland that these young hopes for Ted Strickland who ran
American bodies would ruin his as a man ofhigh moral values; as a
chances~orre-election. Tedagreed minister of the gospel. However,

Ted Strickland became a disappointment to me and many others
when he cast aside his ministry and
laid down the cross of Jesus to
follow Hillary and Bill Clinton.
Perhaps Ted felt that in return
for supporting Clinton he would
be better able to gain favors for his
constituency. It is disappointing
that an educated man, a university
professor of psychology at that,
could be so naive as to believe that
Bill Clinton could be trusted. Fifty
seven percent of Americans didn't
trust Clinton before he took office;
why should Ted Strickland trust
him? EvcnHillarycan'ttrustBillll
Most cab drivers on the street knew
the character of Clinton. Why
didn't Ted get the message?
It may be that Ted Strickland is
honest and sincere in voting his
beliefs, but his beliefs are not in
agreement with the majority of his
constituency. Ted is intelligent
enough toknowthatprcachingand ·
voting for abortion and homosexuality is not necessary, nor wise, in
this area of the nation, so it appears that his votes for gays, and
abortion is either a reflection of
his own solid beliefs oran aberrant
slavish desire to pander to the
wishes of his new masters, Hillary
and Bill.
Daniel Stewart's article to The
Chronicle deserves this answer.
Many times we tecl that we should
keep quiet and not voice our opin-

ions.

It is true that silence is golden,
but silence can be yellow. A citizen has not only a right, but even
more, a duty to speak up when he
feels or believes that a situation is
wrong or immoral. It is time for a
change. I believe that the other
man will better represent us and
will better reflect the moral values
with which we people of the sixth
congressional district have been
blessed. Let us return Ted to SSU.
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Sports round up
(News Releae) The Shaw!lCC
State University Women's Volleyball team lost their final regular season match to MOC opponent Rio .
Grande IS-8, IS-4,and IS-0. Shawnee was led in serving by Kristy
Geiser. She was 8 for 8 with 2 aces.
Shawnee's leading spiker was also
Kristy Geiser with 9 for 13 and 3
kills. Shawnee's leading blockers
were Kristy Geiser, Missy'Flanigan.
andAngee Nowlin each with 1block
apiece. Kristie Adkins was the lead-

ing setter (36 for 37 with 2 assists).
Shawnee's overall record as of November 7th is 3-19 and 0-13 in the
MOC. TheyplayTiffinatRioGrande
November 11, 4:00 in theMOCTour-

namem.

In other action, the Shawnee State
Women's Basketball team won two
more scrimmage's; one over
T~vania University and the other
over Georgetown. The women's next
scrimmage will be Tuesday, November 8th.at 7:00 p.m. vs. Capital Uni-

versity at South Webster High
School. The women open up the
regular season Friday, November
11th at l:30vs. St. Francis College
at Indiana Tech Tournament.
The men's Basketball team won
one scrimmage, lost one, and tied
one over the weekend. Shawnee beat
ThomasMoore118-881osttoCincinnati State 86-106 and tied UCClennont 84-84. The men open their
regular season Thursday, November 10th at 7:30 at Ohio Valley
College. The men play Appalachian
Bible College Friday, November 11
7:30 at Ashland Fairview High
School.
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ACROSS
l. Pork
4. Peruse
8. Food seuonlna
12, Lemon drink
13. A1aiml
14. Arabian priac,e
15. Provide
17. l.al'II• vessel19. Midwest slae (abbr.)
20. Plural verb
21. Western state (abbr.)
22. U naendemanly
13. Asserted Idea
25. Brown
26. Preposldon
27. Pismire
28. Friend
29. Holy book
32'. lmpelllonal pronoun
33. Performance
35. Drinker's group (abbr.)
3'. Happen again
38. Small part
39. II is (poetic)
40. Article

.

STATE LICENSED
PAWNBROKER

a'a B INC

I 353.42so I
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Phi Theta Kappa

/===========================:::::
WHO ARE WE?
International Honor Society, world known for.its commitment to academic excellence.
WHATPTKCANDO.FOR YOU!!!!

Provide the member:
1.) a challenge to maintain a G.P.A. of 3.5
2.) access to scholarships
3.) access to leadership training
4.) fellowship in an organization that commands respect from the
community
5.) ability to meet students with the same academic aspirations
WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR PTK!!!!
1.) ENROIL AS A MEMBER-office hrs. are: Mon. 11-12:00, Wed.
11-1:00 & 6-7:00, Thur. 12-2:00
2.) DISPLAY & PROMOTE PTK TO YOUR FRIENDS AND STUDENTS
3.) SERVE 20 HRS. IN THE COMMUNITY YOUR 1ST YR.
4.) BE ACTIVE IN PTK & EXPAND YOUR HORIZONS

,. ~

41. Enel'IIY

42. Serious
43. Small bile
45. Even
46. Eve...-•
47. Type measurement
48. Clean the floor
49. Home owner

52.
54.
56.
57.
58.
59.

Unit of matter
Great lake
Female deer

Jab

Rave
Female sheep

DOWN
Owned
Fuss
Threat
Specified amount
Direction (abbr.)
Near
Seal
Place
Verb
10. Bean
11. Walked
16. Mural

l.
2.
3.
4.
$.
6.
7.
8.
9.

18. Capone

21.
22.
13.
24.

Tube diameter
Com on the - Honest
Bet
25. Tk--Toe
26. Sesame plant
28. Each

29. Ni1ht animal

30.
31.
33.
34.
37.
39.
41.
42.

Den
Freedom
Race
Edge
Hat
Violent speecb

Wrappin1
Nolly

43. Kind of dde

44. Enter
45. Polonium symbol
46. Appendaaes
48, Madame (abbr.)
49. Can
50. Rlabt away
5l. Golfer's need
53. Midwest state (abbr.)
55. Sun god
:-·-·-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-·-:--:-:-:-:-:-:-•,:-:-:-:-;-:-:-:-.•:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:.;-:-:-·-:-;-·-:-:-·-:-:-·-:-:-:-:-:-·-::•:-:-:-:,:-.-:-:-:,:j}

IS THERE NOTHING
IN YOUR LIFE TO
SMILE ABOUT?
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Veterans continued from page 6

us."
··,l,;.. _
He stated, "I deplore nation
that who calls the President, Slick
Willy, and does not include our
leaders in their prayers." He also
chastisedthepoliticalleaderswho,
he stated, were not living up to
ethical standards. He felt that many
have lost their faith in a system that
they feel is corrupt and those leaders that have let down America.
In his conclusion he told about
anaccountofa Civil War soldier's
death in Raliegh. North Carolina.
Tolle stated that the youth who
died wrote a message to his father
in his own blood. The message was
"Tell myfatherthat Idiedfacingthe
enemy." He stated that America
needs to face its problems.
Leaders of the Portsmouth community and the Southern Ohio re· gionwboattendedtheCYCDtincluded
Mayor Franklin Gerlach, Senator.
Ted Strickland of the 6th District,
and Scioto County Commissioner
Skip Riffe. Gerlach declared the
week as Veteran's Recognition
Week. and cncouraged area businesses to hire a veteran.
Following the Tolle speech, at
12:lSP.M.• the82ndAirbomeJump
Team performed a parachute exhibitionontothecampusgrcen. James
Savage, SSU- graduate, flew the
specially modified Cessna-172 that

a

circledthecampus. .
Brian Saul, member of Student
SenateandBoardofTrustees, oversaw the jump by the FAA. Saul has
served in Operation Just Cause in
Panama and in Operation Desert
Stonn in the Middle East. Saul also
served as a static line jumper for the
82nd Airborne Division.
Members of the volunteer 82nd
Airborne DemonstrationTeam who
took part in the jump included Sgt.
Larry Theissen and Capt. Greg
Bastien. They sported the American flag as well as the POW/MIA
flag on their plunge onto the Campus Green. There was also a flag
raisingceremonyaftcrthejumpsas
the SSU Choir sang "It's a Grande
Ole Flag"
Sponsors and contributors for
the event included: Scioto County
Veteran Services Commission.AmericanLegionPost#l34, Shawnee State University, Student Programming Board, Dr. and Mrs.
Wayne Wheeler,Dr. andMrs. Louis
Chaboudy, Dr. and Mrs. George
Pettit, Scioto County Veteran Services Office, Coca-cola. Ramada
Inn,LifeAmbulance,SciotoCounty
Scuba Team. SSU Choir, Portsmouth police, Nancy Haley, AAA,
and TICE. The SSU Veteran's
Recognition Committee was composed of Michael Hughes, Elinda

Boyles, Mike Bankey, Faye
Logan, Saul, Denise Gregory,
Gene Wilson, and Danny Sissel.
Later in the afternoon the
Veterans Benefits Information
Booths opened in the University Center. Booths from the
Ohio Bureau of Employment
Services, Navy, Army National
Guard. many SSU offices • and
other agencies offered information concerning opportunities
for veterans.
Shawnee State University
offers assistance to student veterans who wish to enroll in college. Also, there are many programs available through the
Department of Affairs including: homeloanguarantcc. compensation for disability, nonservice related disability
pension, clothing allowance,
V.A medical allowance, dental
care, alcohol and drug dependencytrcatment,burialbenefits,
civil service performance certificates and dependent's bcnefits. If interested in further information on any .
of these or other
programscallthe
Department of
Veterans' Affairs
toll free atl-800827-8272.

Shawnee State Nursing Students:

Preside~t from continued page I

work in developing student programs at SSU. He was noted for
several achievements in concerning Student Affairs including the
TRIO 0::-nnts, !he c:nbcdsrr.an scr- ·
vice, and the STARS Office. Veri
has targeted increased student retentionas a primary objective for the
University.
Dr. Paul Crabtree, Vice-President of Student Affairs, stated conoerning the award, "Dr. Veri has
been relentless in his efforts to ereate the· opportunities for SSU to

improve the retention efforts." He
added, "Again, it is through the
support of Dr. Veri that the retention efforts of SSU have been
moved .forward. It has cot been
without struggle, but he has been
dedicated to this principle as well as
other enrollment efforts."
Veri told The Chronicle that the
award was a great honor. He stated,
"I am deeply appreciative to JOBS
CounselorBrendaMillerfornominating me for the award, and for
our several SSU co leagues with

-

counseling licenses for supporting it" To
have been selected for the

ABLS Home Medical Supplies

is your Nursing Uniform
Headquarters.

awardbytheOCA

from among what
must be hundreds
ofadministrators
in Ohio's public
schools and colleges is especially gratifying."

t31ocknewChevw-olet

ABLS has everything for the healthcare
professional and the recovering patient.

ABLS--

Sales - Se1Vice - Leasing
353-2161
U.S. Rou-te 23 North

3 Miles North of Portsmou-th

Home Medical Supplies

A Subid«yof
OUr Lady ot Bellolonte lio"!>itlll

301 Chillicothe St• Portsmouth, OH (614) 353-1311
1700 Winchester Ave. • Ashland, KY (606) 329-8089
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ships to design proposals concerning the community that are more
effective and more likely to be
funded. Participants should bring
along abstracts of grants received,
submitted or in preparation, as well
asideasaboutgrantsandgrantfunding institutions. Those interested~
please c:all one of VISTA's Volunteers at 354-5837 by Friday, November l I.
VISTA [Volunteers in Service
to America] is a nation-wide crime
prevention program. Dr. John Valentine ofSSU, along with Captain
Bill Hanley of the Portsmouth Police, is coordinator of the VISTA
program. Valentinewaslargelyrespc:isible fur the aM:rd from the .
state which made it possible forfour
full-time VISTA and ten summer
associatevohmteerstoserveinPortsmouth. Valentinestatedthatthisinformation bas been distributed to
over60 agencies and individuals in
the greater Portsmouth area.
VISTA bas to raise the funds to
organize, advertise, and put on this
grant writing workshop. Thisworic
is being done as a public service to
the community. Valentinealsoprovidcdthe UC with some information
about VISTA
R.q,resentativcs of the program
state, •VISTA is not a tool of the
authorities. VISTA volunteers help
the community to organize around
muesoftheirownchoosing. VISTA

voluntcersarenot'narcs'or'snitcbes'.
Th!, ~;:;:'tio"' C''l the part of some
members ofthe communityruakes is

more difficult for VISTA to hdp
citizens organize crime prevention
programs
• VISTA is not a welfare program. Our VISTA volunteers, who
have one four year and three two
years degrees between them, receive
lessmoneythananenuylevel worker
at McDonald's, even though they
work longer hours. No money or
material goods are transferred by
any VISTA activity or program to
anymemberofthecommunity. This
perception on the part ofsome membersofthecommunitymakes itmorc
difficult for VISTA volunteers to

rfJalll

j:lc:411
·• · . L.i:.;~~~~~2~~

own operating costs to conduct pro- servethecbildrenlongafterthe VISTA
grams,helpthecommunityorganize , programexpiresin3to5years.
itscU:andtofunditsowngrantwritAttheOctoberl0 meetingPortsing efforts. To date, VISTA has mouthCityCooncilvoted3-2against
raised S 1,200 through fund raisers authorizing preparation of legislaand contributions from the commu- tion that would have provided the
. requested funds. John Thatcher,
nity.•
As most of the work the VISTA Fifth Ward, said he was against the
volunteersaredoingisdirectlyben- cityputtingtaxdollarsintoafederal
efiting the children of Portsmouth, program according to the PortsValentine on the 10 of October ap- mo11th Daily Times.
pealedtothePortsmouthCityCounOnthe24of0ctober, Valentine
cil for $2,000 to help with office againappemdbefore the council to
suppliesandequipment
further explain the need for funds,
The VISTA office at this time and to correct the image of the prohas no typewriter, no TVNCR gramthatsomecouncilmensecmed
[needed for crime·prevention vid- to have. It was mentioned that 6th
eos],noansweringmacbine,nowrit- WardCouncilmanJeffreyWalbum
ing tools, no-le!*.erh--...ad paper, no hadusedtheword ..snitcbes"incon- .
oopier, no fax. The volunteers, who nection with the VISTA volunteers.
are working for below minimum
In a lengthy talk with Councilwage, raise operating costs inchld- man Walburn 77re Chronicle was
ingin-servicetrainingcosts.
told that DC\'CI' had be [Walburn]
The full-timevobmtcers receive ever refcned to VISTA volunteets
$4.275 education credit which may as •snitches•. Walburn, who is a
be used to attend graduate school or nine year council member, an embe applied toward the repayment of ployeeofMartinMariettaandastudcbtsstemmingfromcollege. Those dentatSSU,saidthathebasafriend
not Wilting to receive education [whoisacollegegraduatc] inwlwd
credit may elect to take a cash pay- with VISTA in Marietta, Ohio .
mentofSI,100.
•
Walburn stated be is vciy nmch
Operatingcostserlal>le VISTA to . ·awareofthegoodworkbdngdooefar
undertakecrime~initiatives the children through the VISTA~
such as our National Night Out in gram and that he supports their gm1s
TracyPark,educationalprogramson of making children more aware of
stran~r danger and sexual abuse for dangers, building values and providchildren in our school and day caIC ing needed guidance. Walburn was
centers,communitymtttinptoorga- upset thatanymewould think that he
ni2Je neighborhood watches and pa- had ever said anything detrimeotal
t"ols, after school drop-in program, aboot :he VISTA r,mgram. Waloo."11
forthechildrenofLincolnand Wilson further said that as far as funding was
schools, swim dances and after-the- concerned he did ll<lt consider it a
gamedancesforareateenagas,grant closed isme.
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Every Thursday night 8:00 - 11 :00
19 and up to get in!
/jel.Jk Peek
~urant

$3 in Advance
$4 at the door
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located at the

1Da01ada Inn
711 Second Street
354-7711
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354-1963
191 2 Jackson Ave.
Portsmouth, Ohio
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_-rravel inexpensively by staying in youth ho
__
st_e_l_s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
(Wallingto11, D.C.) Learning
how to travel inexpensively, without sacrificing adventure and fun,
can be as challenging as any college course. Let Hostelling International-American Youth Hostels
(HI-AYH) introduceyou to Travel
101.
Road trip opportunity for the
weekend, but little cash to take
advantage of it? l:{ostel overnight
fees in the U.S. range from as little
as $7 a night to a high of$22. Selfservice kitchens can help stretch
that travel dollar even further.
Want to go skiing this winter
but find ski resort prices a real
tum-off? HI-AYH can tum you
back on with hostels in the best ski
areas throughout the U.S.- from
New England and the n ,id-west to
the Rocky Mountains a1 d Eastern
Sierras. HI-AYH hostels, with t..i\eir
already low overnight tees, have
also arranged discounts on ski rentals, ski packages, etc. Most have
ski storage; some have hot tubs
and are near free shuttle transportation to ski areas. Hostelling lnternational-Hil ton Creek, in
California's eastern Sierra mountains, even has an "Intro to Ski
Touring" program for hostellers.
Prefer W31T.1 sun and palm trees

f

fora winter break today? Name the
place--Ft. Lauderdale, Miami
Beach, New Orleans, San Diego,
Los Angeles/Santa Monica, Honolulu. With overnight fees just
$12-$17 at HI-AYH hostels in
these fun cities, it's possible. At
Hostelling International-Ft. Lauderdale, International House you
can even learn to SCUBA in five
or six days-for under $150 !
Prefer the atmosphere of the
big city? How about New York for
just $20 a night, Boston for merely
$15, San Francisco for only $15,
Seattle for $14 or Washington,
D.C. forjust$18. HI-AYH hostels
have arranged for local discounts
at restaurants, theaters, comedy
clubs and a variety of attractions.
Check out local book stores for
HI-AYH members discounts. Join
one of the hostels' walking tours,
whichcanincludeeverythingfrom
historic neighborhoods to pub
crawls.
Inexpensive travel is possible
when you 're armed with a Hostelling International 1nembership card
your first step to an "A., in Travel
101. ltcostsjust$25(ages 18-25)
and will give you 12 full months of
travel bargains. Also, your HIAYH membership card is welcome

at more than 5,000 HI-AYH hostels worldwide. Like to try a hostel without investing in the membership fee? Mo~ HI-AYH hostels
will admit non-members at a higher
overnight rate-usuaUy an additional $3-for a limited stay.
HI-AYH also has 38 regional
and local offices that offer a wide
variety of recreational and travel
opportunities, ranging from seminars on inexpensive travel, to
weekend trips. and instruction in
sailing, skiing and more.
For more information and a
free brochure on hostels in the
USA, contact:
Hostelling International- ·
American Youth Hostels
Dept. 481
733 l~th Street, N.W. #840
Washington, D.C. 2000~
· (202) 783-6161
(800) 444-6111
Hostels are inexpensive accommodations for travelers ofall ages.
They provide dorm-style sleeping quarters with separate facilities for males and females, selfservice kitchens, dining areas and
common rooms.
Hostelling InternationalAmerican Youth Hostels is a nonprofit organization which pro-

~-
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•~geon PolntLlgbthou1J4',·<Pe.~d4'.-w.>/9,aMf~rn•,a·• t~~ >•·•·
\mile. south • o (San Ifrancls~o))•••<•••• /•••··••·
motes r~creational, educational and environmental
travel through its programs
and its network of more than
150 hostels. HI-AYH is the
U.S. affiliate of the International Youth Hostel Federation
(IYHF) which encompasses
more than 5,000 hostels in 70
countries-the largest network of
accommodations in the world.
Hostelling International
and the Blue Triangle aic the
new trademark and seal of approval of the IYHF, guaranteeing quality budget accommodations and travel programs for
all ages.
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1021 GALLIA STREET
JUST Y'4ST Of' PORTSMOUTH HIGH SCHOOl.
PORTSMOUTH, OHIO

N- Sen1ni1 Landa MON · nJE • WED
u- di 2pm

1-
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Weight Loss & Fitness Center
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THEBEWERY ARCADE
224 SECOND STREET
PORTSMOUTH. OHIO

Guess, Polo, Giowmnia, Wicked,

r
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IZ ITU?, Kacy, and l!IUCh more •••

2 Complete sets of Toning Tables - Guaranteed Inch loss

Pioneer, Pyramid,
Precisio11Audio, & Targa

Trained Toning Technicians to help you - Inch by Inch

10:30am • 6:30pm

Low-Impact Aerobics with Renea Blalr - Certified Instructor
Wolff Tanning Bed - To complete the total new youl
Private changing and dressing facilities
Play area for children
::···•:•:•::.
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Open 9am-5pm
Moq_d;iy-Saturday
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Phone: 354-1951
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SSU's ·'Ghostbusters' make their first appearance

.-. Case 00 I :The I 004 Building
By Tiffany 3. Vincent
uc Entertainment Editor

Vincent's Report:
Wednesday,October2,Tiffany
Kneisly and myself decided to-investigate one of the urban legends
that surrounds Shawnee State University.
According to various
accounts, there isa "ghost"
occupying the second floor
of the 1004 Building. This
ghost is said to be located
in room 4, Nan Yun's office, which is currently occupied
by
James
Wittenmeyer.
The Arts/Humanities
secretary, Marcia TaGkctt,
claims to have heard a
ghost while her office was
located on the second floor.
..I think it's a friendly ghost
because its never done anything except make noise,
but I know in fact that its
there.
..I've always been a believer in
ghosts and maybe thats why it was
easier for me to believe. Its not just

·

a freaky old house these are actual
ghost noises." Such vivid accounts
of supposed hauntings caused
Kneisly and myself to spend one
and a half hours sitting next to
room 4 listening for ghost noises.
Followingtheinstructionslaid

out by everyone who had heard the
.. ghost", we stayed late at night
and made sure the building was
empty. Yet, the noises never came.

Instead. _Iwas entertained by ninety
minutes of watching Kneisly attempt to channel the ghost using
techniques resembling Lamaze.
Toward the end of the investigation. UC Editor Bill Holmes admilted himself into the building
and provided us with ghost
noises. The only noise
heard that evening not attributed to H.>lmes was a
creaking on the back stairs
whichlattributetothesettling of the building.
Witteomeyer agrees.
He'sneverheardanything
while in the office and remains skeptical.
The conclusion of my
investigation is that it
would appear that this
..ghost" is manufactured
by the minds ofthe people
left alone in the 1004
building.
Kneisly's Report:
By Tiffany Knelsly
UC COJ2y Editor

Ms. Vincent insinuates at the
end of her piece that the entity that

.

inhabits the top floor of the Arts &
Humanities Building is merely the
product of the overimaginative
people that work there. These
people are respected professionals
not prone to delusions. One such
person. Dr. Frank Byrne, has admilted that when he has stayed late
(3:00-4:00am)workingonvarious
books, he has indeed heard noises.
He admits that he's heard noises
but he refuses to speculate on what
the cause of the noises might be.
The Arts & Humanities buildiog first opened its doors over a
century ago on February 11, 1897
as the Home for Aged Women. A
hundred year old building which
housed old and dying women is
sure to collect a rumor or two. Dr.
James Flavin put .it best when he
stated "(I'd] have to betthat someone has died in each and every
room of the building."
True, Ms. Vincent and I spent

.an evel1ing sitting in the dark on
the top floor of the building. I'll
even admit that at times it was very
dull. It was during these times that
I attempted to do what Ms. Vincent
calls 'Lamaze.' What I was really
doing was breathing "deeply and
regularly from the nose and
diaphram," in order to clear my
mind (something hard to do with
Ms. Vincent's constant laughter).
This is one of the techniques I
learned from reading Hereward
Carrington's book Your Psychic

Powers and How to Develop Them.

Although most of the noises we
heard came from Mr. Holmes, or
as Ms. Vincent likes to refer to
him-the wind, I have yet to give up
. hope that Shawnee State is home
to a ghost. There's always a next
time where ghost hunting is concerned.
CASE 001: 1004 Building -> INCONCLUSIVE
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Public screening of Cutter's Way offered

John Heard to speak to SSU students
By Tiffany 3. Vincent

uc

of John Cutter, a Vietnam vet- stated performance of Lisa
Entertaiowent Editor
Jerry Holt's ENG 299 class eran who has lost an arm, leg, Eichorn as the tragic wife of
has been studying the history and eye to the war. Cutter's Cutter. The only negative one
of film all quarter. To cap off friend, Richard Bone is witness can cite is the poor cinematogthe term, John Heard, a Hol- to a murder, and the pursuit of raphy and soundtrack selection. ,
lywood actor will be speak- the solution of this murder con- These production values lend
ing on Taesda~;, Octa~~r. 15 .;t sumes -Cutter ... The. mai~ th~-,film !he . appearance of a
_ 7:45 pm. In preparation for strength of this film is the act- movie of the week. Forgiving
his arrival, there will be a ing. Heard puts forth a spec- this, the film is Oscar quality
public screening of Cutter's tacular performance making material, and proves that a film
Way, released in 1981, this is one forgive him for acting in made a decade ago can still have
his critically acclaimed star- the two Home Alone movies. 311 impact on audiences used to
The supporting cast is also the populist films released toring role.
Cutter's Way follows the life strong, most notably the .u nder- day.

• • somepla~ [Where nq 91;1e. can.re~& mQr yqµ'r~ I.
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Women struggle
for Rights in lr~land

(Dllblin, Oct. 31) Two years
ago, Frances Fitzgerald, a promi'."
nent leader of the women's movement, was elected to Parliament:
A great advance for women
in a societythat has seen little
in the way ofgains for women
compared to all others in
Western Europe.
Fitzgerald, a.44 year old
social worker, was even flattered by some male politicians who remarked she had
the potential to be Prime Minister, a position no Irish
woman has ever held.
The women's movement
also received a boost when
Mary Robinson was elected
·-as thc·fir:;t fe.~e f',esid~af · ·
in Ireland in 1990 and again
in 1992 when 20women were
elected -to the 166 member
parliament
Numerous issues seemed
ready for change. The abortion prohibition of Ireland
and its banning of divorce
_were feeble victims to liberalizatton. Also,' campaigns
for cq~lity in employment,
salary, a~ Government were
on the move.
Yet Fitzgerald was ill-prepared
after a political struggle within her
own department that ended in her
political side-lining. The legisla\

*~ -i~t:

gJE;s
;:)::'?}:';':>· ·

:~alliffli"+g~lsJJ:WP

·tive gains the women's movement
had sought were blocked.
..~There is a hiatus," she began
in a speech to Parliament as it began its autumn session. "The movement is at a new crossroads. It's in
a different phase, more demanding. Any social movement goes up
anddown."

being raped by a friends father.
Theyoung lady made an attempt to
travel to Britain for an abortion an
action that about 5,000 Irish wo~
make every year.
In the end, the Supreme Court
approved the operation which drew .
international attention. The case
against the man is still pending.

-~
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own children

A Union County, South Carolina mother was arrested and
raigned Friday for the murder of
her two children.
Police say Susan Smith, 23,
confessed to killing both her boys
by driving her late model Mazda

ar-

Vietnam last February and in May
he announced a gradual diplomatic
opening..

Arafat removed
from mosque

Islamic militants near the Gaza
Strip removed Palestinian
leader Yasser Arafat from a
mosque and prevented him
from saying a prayer over the
body of a fellow Palestinian
whowaskilledinacarbomb.
"Collaborator! I" shouted
membersofthe Islamic Jihad,
as they assaulted Arafat
knocking off his headdress.
This underscores the growing extremist opposition to
Arafat since self-rule from
Israel started in May.

UoS.-sub
tracked in
Russian territory

Russian warships , located and forced a U.S. submarine to remove itselffrom
Russian Tertjtorial waters
early last.week officials say.
However, U.S. Defense officials denied the report.

She also noted even though the
Government of Prime minister
Albert Reynolds appointed an able
and sincere Minister of Equality,
Mervyn Taylor, she believes he is

. This incident led to a national off a boat ramp.
debate over the issue of abortion
During a news conference,
and Parliament finally approved a . Union County Sheriff Howard
measure to liberalize conditions Wells said divers found Smith's
for abortion. But the voters turned burgundy Mazda Protege at the

the Government.
Evenwiththeincreasingnumberofwomenappointedtoofficial
boa~ds in the Government and the
increase in financing child care,
the women's movement feels the
necessary changes have not been
made to give women more control
over their own lives.
Only about 30 percent of
Irishwomen work ' outside ~heir
homes, the lowest in the European
Union. Fitzgerald comments, the
women• s movement in Ireland is
being brought to a halt by strong
opposition that surfaces in public
debates over abortion.
. ~s issue reached the headImes m 1992 when a 14 year old
girl saidshebecamepregnant~

When it came into office in
1993, the Goverment promised a
referendum on divorce which is
now banned by law for this year,
but that to has been put off.
Fitzgerald says she is not worrled, "I'm quite happy," she says,
"I went from the front to the back
bench and now I'm working on
party reform." She also stated she
was trying to persuade the other 19
women ofParliamentto break party
lines to work as a caucus on
women's issues. "The system is so
rigid," she said, .. We as women
have yet to overcome it."

~5~!;~-~§.~ E2:§f§~

Mother indicted
. for murder .of -

murkyforthemtoseethecarclcarly
and several dives were needed to
properlysearchthelake. Wellsalso
stated that an autopsy would be
n~ssary to ~egally identify the
bodies found m the car.

Vietnam-USA to
open liaison
offices

'
U.S. and Vietnamese liaison offices will be opened in both Hanoi
and Washington. Winston Lord,
Assistant Secretary for East Asian
and Pacific Affairs says they will
open "sometime in the near future." President Clinton had lifted
the 20 year old_embargo against

Teenager sentenced to 8 years
for vandalism

A lSyearold boy was sentenced
to 8 years after being convicted of
VAAdaJism, ll punishmeotdeemedthe
harshest in the history ofCalifornia
for a person who defaced property
with graffiti. Deputy District Attorney John Cordo7.a says the boy has
been convicted 11 other times in
graffiti related cases. A Ventura
County Superior Court Judge gave
him one last chance to rehabilitate

himself.

Three days later, while in custody, theyoungman used parts from
his cot to carve his name into the
wall ofhis room at the Juvenile Hall.
Last week the boy was sentenced to
8 years and 4 months at the California Youth Authority.
Robm D. Killkade is the UC
News Editor.
SOllrces: New York TIIIU!S, A.
sociated Press, Wtulaington Post,

"CNN,.i,,,d Raden · . .

THE CLOCK GRILL

.

9th St. and Finlay, Portsmouth
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Donielle Walker, Angie Fannin, Tiffany Shanks, ·Missy Richarcl, and Tanya Conn competed on Saturday, November 5 in the
Miss SSU Pageant. Pageant was held in the James A. Rhodes
Sports Center.
The four categories of the competition-talent, interview, swimsuit and evening gown-were each won by Miss Tanya -Conn. The
following complimentary laurels· now rest on her trophy shelf:
"Strongest Interview"
Talent Winner-For her piano recital based on the Andrew
Lloyd Webber score from "The Phantom of the Opera"
Winner--Swimsuit competition
Winner--Evening gown competition
Winner--lnterview competition
Initial Pageant Entrant-- "Miss Portsmouth "
"Miss South Central Ohio"--placed in competition.
Winner--Miss Shawnee State University
As Miss Shawnee State University, she would represent our
school in the Miss Ohio contest to be held June 9-11. Should she
become Miss Ohio, she will represent Ohio in the Miss America
P~.ge?nt.

Features
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History Applachian Music class host
guest performance
By Jlm Thomson
_

LJC SWI Writer
As mteri happens in Shawnee mm
a "real life" learning CYCl't
occurred on Mormy, N<M1mer 7, in
Dr. John Simoo'~ 2 P.M nuic cllm,
MUSI225-TheHistcxyofAppalochian

England).
The first event of the afternoon's
ped'onnaooebturedF.mmlSmithsingingherpopular~tioo, "Coal.Dust
eow.iy. "Yet,be:finshebegan,Emma
relatedtheimpirationbebindtheQJg

itself-atutripthroughamwnoovemlin
.Each quaner, Dr. Siioon hosts a coal dust. Emma's mginal lyrics do8lJeSt pedormaooe by a Ruic group or s::ribed the hard wade, snd:i.ng steam
individual talent toletthe&tudem~ trains, and lovingvaha which cbarao- ·
rieooe a showcase m regional nuic teriz.edhecchiklhoodlone.
order to learn t h e ~
Laterintheprogramsbeamgcther
oorolJaly,suchas, thebistorym ariginal pieces, which included J
nuicalimtrumem. Themllt
"Up in the Holler," a lilting melody
~behindtheslagingwere"Female whichsahmlhecpanm;
Pcrbmersin~mic,"aod
chiklh>odllotre,andthe~
.BaIXlin.An,alachianMu- borspiritdhechome~
· "thecbmhostedregionaloomposer
· Nc:xtcamesoch1amiliartra
guitarist Emma Smith, a West Side as "Wildwood Flower," and the Carter
·
and a native of the Hazzard, Family'sclaa:, "(KeepOn)TheSwmy
an:a.~withherQm- Side m'Life."
plimema1y bluegrass band, "R«de 83
So, thereadennighta, "Whatwas
West." the group was oornprised mthe learned from this e,qxnence? Is MUSI
i>llowing1alents:
22S jmt a n ~ ir a hillbilly nuic
Emma Smith-star vocamt. guitar jam1'
melody
The 8mwel': Dr. Sumn cited the
Dr.limSinm-rhythmpar,~ . following music bmm pad(aged in
John Holbraic-fiddle; mandolin eachpelfonnance:
virtuoso
·
TherolemfernaletalentinAppala,Mrs. John Holbrook-(host per- cbianmusic.
fonner) beseviolin, step dancer
The role meach imtrumellt in the
Jim Toomson-(student pemuner) bluegrass string band.
/
wtwder
ThepartsandbistoryofeachinstruMusic.

mief·

wipeofflayersofroaddust, so the sign
could be photographed. There, in one
furious c:w,play m"plla dm:mg" (the "In the Pines," acoompanied by the of those unbelievably ironic "picture
rhythm stq)s and farq foomork em- band; a moment I shall never forget C, life" scenes entertainers seem forployed in square dancing). No, thisisn 't (nor live down). Yes, it came offokay, ever caught in, Don teetered precari"dogging"
I oonsider it a signal honor _to have ously, imanelywipingthesignto make
(thougtuune &teps are_ f'S9'Uially, been invited to join in. I wondered at it legible. Surely, topa5&11g motorists,
the same), the perfonner dances "in- thegoodgrac:eofEmmaSmithandthe he must have appeared a hopel~-a
plare", asindancingthepauseandirm- group in this indulgence until she ad- wary foreign tourist trying to feel his
ludestepsmanlrishjig.or&m"real". mittedthatherlatdather,also, was a way safely through the wilds of
Hatfield/McCoy "feudin' country."
Then there was the clinchec, the giftedwhistler.
. All good~ must oome to an
introduction of a unique instrument
Our versatile female star went on
called a "birdhouse banjo"; a lone, totellwhyshesingsandplayswitha end, yet, before winding down the
folk instrument few have ever seen natural heart for the music-she is a day'sevents,EmmaSmith5:jlutedher
bef~ "playable" banjo-toned in- daughter of the earth. Her dad was a audience, the region, and her faith by
strument, richly crafted, which sounds miner and she hails from a little spot singing and playing several 10\'Cly
something like a dulcimer, yd, plays near Ha728Id, Kentucky. There was original and traditional inspirational
includingherm:ently-recorded
somethinglikeabanjo. ltlookedlike then a knowledgeable discussion
afretarmbrolcenfromarealbanjoand regionalfolkhistoryandgeography, piece, entitled"Doo'tNeglecttheRose
ending, at its base, in a little flared, whichleadtoanothergreatstory-how in Your Gaiden," (a Larry Sparks
medieval-looking sound box. The Emma's fine group got its tour name, number), and the classic Carter Family song "Hold Fast to the Right"
wholethingisabout36+incheslong. "83 West".
Havingexperieoo:d such a "classMrs. Holbrook played it, giving us a
ApproachingEmma'shometown
fast, pretty rendition of the familiar region on a "nostalgia tour", Agent room classic" day, I advise everyone
folk ballad, "Little Liz.a Jane".
Don Davis searched for any road sign toconsidersigningupforDr. Simon's
Another"magicmoment"was the which might make a good picture for winter class, catalog notation:.MUSI
John Holbrook's rendition of the bal- the publicity stills and, perhaps, an 226 Country and Appalachian Music
lad "Ragtime Annie" on his unique albumCOYer,basedonthembled"shot- II (2-4 P.M. Monday, Wednesday.
1912Gtbson"A"mandolin-aclassic gun"territory.Naturallyenough,most The description follows:
Partll, "CountryandAppalacbian
folkmmicinstrumentDr.JohnSimon signs were found obliterated by the
joined in on the banjo and guitar. Mr. bullet holes ofvandals. So, when they Music History. It is not necessary that
Holbrook played the fiddle and the enoounteredanewone,anintactroute you will have taken Part I, play an
mandolin
sign reading "83 West", agent Davis instrument, or read sheet music, to
Like all born hams, a student, in- eagerly climbed an adjoining post to enroll.
evitably, had . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " " " " " " " - - - ,

4 8IOOP~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f i n - :rintothe

8fPl10onDavi&-M

Dr. John Simn opened the lively

oountry ')un" with a oordial welcanc,
and invillld the group manager, Doo

Davis,tointnxb:eeachperformer.Mr.
Daw.amnmcedtheprogramitinerary,
and gave a brief recap m Ms. Smith's
aooomplished mmic career. A Caieer
whichincludes:
NominetH,ongWritermthe Year-MidwestemSingingSoci.ety(twice)
Family~~Year(m1imes)
Female Vocalist m the Year (MO
tunes), Nafflville, 1N.
Female Vocalist m the West (MO
tunes). Lake Oz.ark, MO.

c:ntram (grtq>}-Best

Gospel Band mthe Year
Nonmnedemant(permner}-Best
Gospel Vocalist
HerIDOYie credits include:

"HoRM>

town Heroes: a Biography of
RoyRogm"

(as mu-

sical nana-

u)

Special

Itwasthis
bumble remousballads.
porter, for
Theclasslearoodmanyfasrinating shame! No, I
facts abM nuic. For exan.,&e, that can'tsing;oo,
funny little
clip the )')II see I didn't play
alongthe~atthempmtheguitaror thekazoo; no,
baajo is cal1ed a "cheater" (though I I can't pick
suppose there's a mxefmnal name, in anything but
the shJp). It's siff1)ly a nue device my
nose
whichshortensthevibralinglellgthmthe ( Gross I I
ftee1y suspended
in"order to have I i ~
~limitedloodne$aodtooercmges -I'm an honclear 8CJtE; the scale.
o r a r y
Thoughtraditiooal<nmyand~ redneck I ) .
grassbandnuicaxnprisodtherq,er- You'll never
mire, therewereodler"magic" 10J1DCDS. g u e s s - I
Mrs.IH,rocic,thebassfdleplayer, whistled! I
cbi>lesasaprize-winning51p1redaooer rendered the
and~. Shedenmstratedamstand solo number
gersplayrhythm,cmk,etc.)
The true-story
behind fa.

(Can:rFam.. Doc"

Are you ·seeing s-tars_?

_The Psychology Club
is delighted to have ...

The Honorable.James Kirsh

Juvenile Court Judge in Scio.to County
as a guest speaker

~ - , :NOVEMBER 15
The :1 4:00p.m.
CanerBowI
'. Massie 202
ilynmuial
i:stival)

a

, ·Everyone is invi~

·Pleasecome·and
·

· ·bring a friend

(JJrocb)edin l:..iijiiiiiiii~--------------------------iiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiii.;;.;:.a

II no-t, maybe you s~ould.
We e:an help.
i'

<OT ARO- OTuden+ Advisinq and Referral Oervicie)
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ADD A READING ENDORSEMENT
TO YOUR CERTIFICATE!!
.

•

Slow Reader

I - am - in - the -slow - read -ers
group - my - brother - is - in - the
football - team - my - sis - ter - is
a - ser- ver - my - lit- tie - broth- er - was
- a - wise - man - in - the in -fants - chris
- mas - play - I am in - the - slow - read ers -·group that - is - all - I - am - in - I hate it.
- Alan Ahlbert

Please Mrs. Butler

"Children learn to read by reading, and the sensible teacher makes reading easy and interesting; not difficult and
boring."
-Frank Smith
The Politics of Ignorance

CENTER FOR TEACHER EDUCATION

The reading education program provides a series of specially designed courses and field experiences leading to a
reading endorsement (K-12) which can be added to the elementary or secondary certificate. This program is ·
designed for both pre-service students and in-service students.
.

.

Reading Endorsement Requirements
Course
No.

*EDUC 312
EDUC320
EDUC321
EDUC322
EDUC323
EDUC324
ENGL300
ENGL360
ENGL362

Course
Literacy Foundations
or .
Interdisciplinary Teaching Methods:
Literacy and Sqcial Studies
Developmental ~eading
Writing in the Elementary/Secondary
Cla&sroom
Adolescent Literature
Critical Reading in the Content Areas
Children's Literature
Introduction to Language and Linguistics
Patterns of English
Total Credit Hours

. Credit
Hours

\

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

32

NOTE: Students must take and pass the NTE Reading Education Specialty Area Exam.
See your advisor for pre-requisites.

• Especially for practicing teachers! Being offered Winter Quarter, Wednesday 6:00 - 10:00 p.m.
For more information call Dr. Dawna Lisa Buchanan-Berrigan at ~55-2565.

· . m;:i .. }>,age 21.
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Truth Lies Within may be the best provoked thought of the times
Well its been a long time since

I wrote a column and people have

And follow they have. They
present music that was built on
the greats such as Yes, Kansas

The fourth track, titled
"Someone" is a shining example
of the depth of thought that goes
i n t o
Introspection's
music and lyrics.
This
would be the
track I would
pick as my favorite based
on the songs
ability to provoke
emotions.
Next up is

been giving me a hard time because of it, so I
have taken the
time to try to
start it up again.
What would
make me do this
you ask?
Well it has
to do with the
beginnings of a
great new music scene here
in Portsmouth
that I hope will
bring more en- .
tertainment to the students of the and Triumph, and guided by another incollege and the people of the today's top progressive groups strumental
area. But most importantly I like QueensRyche and Dream t i t I e d
hope it will show the people of Theater.
"Equili bthis area ·who own and cperate
The album opens with the in-• ·:r i u m "
this citf that catering to the 18 to strumental "Truth Lies Within" which is a
25 year olds who live here or just that has }llready become a sign.a- showcase
go to college here are just as ture song for the band, which can of
the
important if not more important be heard opening the band's band's muthan trying to get simple tourism shows, and is a starting point that sic al and
to revitalize Scioto County.
sets the stage for the rest of the playing~Well what I need to do is get album.
ents. From
to the point of the column and
The track "Strange Ways" the Keythat is reviewing albums.
brings to you the feelings of be- board work
Now I submit to for your ap- ing overwhelmed by change all to a very inproval the band Introspection and through the use of some very v o I v e d
their new and first album Truth haunting lyrics. This is one of rhythm seeLies Within. After many years of the better tracks on this album, tion to the
wor"'-and a number of band mem- and it puts you in mind of Pink excellent
bers that have come and gone the Floyd meets 90 •s metal. this song g u i t a r
guys in this band have found the gives you a taste of the power of work, this
is
once
path that they want to follow. this band's music.

again a dose of power from these
young me_n.
Things are finished off by
more of the energy that drives
this album in the track "Paradiso"
which gets back to thought
brought on by the use of intense
lyrics. This puts a cap on the
vessel that just goes to show that
even in Portsmouth you can find
good music and good talent. •••
1/2

Introspection's album Truth ·
Lies Within can be found at Allegro Music, Childers Music and
Music Masters.

Keep watching The Chronicle
for more music reviews as I hope
to get back into the swing of
thinss.
Phi/ipJ. "MANSON" Thieken
is the UC ChiefDirector ofManagement & Production

~=========~
GRADE SCALE
Excellent-•••••
Great-••••
Good- •••

Fair-••
Poor-~

Music festival at Branch Ricky Park could be start of good thing

~y~hllip ~:..Thleke11_ ... ,,.. ,_. good musicru-insight -Wonnpuppet ·•- departure d Jclflme. They ~,ie at · vented the band Spaghetti from ?layuc Chief Djp;gpr or MID1&ement &
todt the stage making their thirdap- thecrowdwiththeirmualhighenergy ing, which was ashame with it being
Productjop
Ol1 Saturday, Noveri>er 5th a pearanceinfrontofanaudieoce. They sound and delivered music that re- this band that put this show together.

mu,gcfestival was&eldatBnmcb.Ricky
Parle to benefit the maintenance ofthe
baseball park. The event started at
noon with the band Introspection, who
played great, yet were plagued by the
usual sound problems f.aoed by the
firstbandonstageatanyperfonnance.

They showcased the music from their
firstalbum, Truth Lies Within(which
isavailableatlocal nuicshops), along
with a couple oovcrs the band enjoys.
Steve Free and the Muddle Pudding Band followed with a number of
Steve's so~ from his nationally released album No Regrets, including
Theresa's Eyes and Siege at Lucas-ville. Steve and the band also played
many great rock favorites from the

Eagles, Dylan, CClt,and~.
Two other up and ooming local
bands that prefonned were Bob and
Wonnpuppet Thesebandseachadded

theirownnewtwistontheAlternative
sound that has become the new mainstream. Bob did a few oovcrs along
with their originals, one of which,
titled Charlie Brown, showed a lot of

hadsomeroughspruintheirpet'for-

manoe but O't'Crall they showed some

Also missed was the band Pour the
Coal, and Madam $es.goo who'shm
player had broken his hand the night
tionoftheSocPistolsonlywithalittle before the show.
bithappierattitudeortheRamo~on
Evenwiththefewtrooolespotsin
oocaine.
the show it proved ona: again that
Afterthese two shots in the arm to there can be a great nrusic scene right
the show came the ------------:.-_-_-_-_band Bump, from
Columbus. Bump
added a style to the
show that not many
in Portsmouth has
mindsyouofthegoodolddaysofthe

late 70's and the foroe mpunk that
arose then. GoatFudge is good reflec-

raw talent that should take on a good
new shape. Their originals, though
choppy, showed
good thought
and feeling, and the am:rs they did
cameoffinwaysonewouldnotexpect
them to.
One mthe real bright spots in the
sbowwaswhenthebandVq,erplayed.
This was the first time that Viper has
played in the home town of Scott
Shelpman, the lead.guitarist. Scott is
one of the owners of Allegro Music everseen.Infactthis
here in Portsmouth, and his playing was the first time I
provides a great driving foroe to this had ever seen a live
band. Viper cut loose with many performance of a
covers from SlP and Metallica to bandwhohadbotha
StevieRay VaughanandElyis. There _.. drummer and a perwasalittledisappointmentthat Viper cussionist. Bump
onlyplayedacoopleoriginals, butthe gave a rock/altemacoverstheydid weredonewithalotof tive/Jazz perforpowerandstyle. Thereisalotofhope mance that was inthat Viper can come back to Ports- terrupted by Mother
tOOUth to play some time sooIL
Nature, butwasgreat
GoatFudge made the show sport.: none the less.
The rain preing their new blm player after the

some

here in Portsmouth. There are hopes
that this benefit show for the ball park
can become a annual CYCnt and there
are plans in the making to set up the
next show duringthenextspring once

baseball has started again.
Watch for more information here
in The Chronicle abrut the next show
and for howyouoryourideascouldbe
helpful in this event
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CLASSIFIEDS, PERSONALS, BUY A.ND SELL ITEMS
30WORDS,PE WEEKPAYME TINADVANCE.CAI.:LFO DISPLAVADRA ES ..
CALL 355-2278 OR MASSIE 41

( Personals ·.·)

DATES·IN YOUR AREA For
Guyt 'N' Gabl-900-945-5000 EXT.
3629 $2.99 per
Must be 18 yrs.
Procall Co. (602) 954-7420
. Voluptuous, Sensual, Pro'fflCatiff, Hendonistic, woman in
thirties. seeks man who t..thearcane
magic needed in a relationship that is
arousing on every level - humorous,
pas.gonate and most importantly, intellectual. She has a •wiggle in her
walkandagiggleinbertalk. • And she
likes men. No woman's lib thing here
- she enjoys ooolcing and serving a
man and feeling protected by him. If
you want a friendship that could lead
to the love connection <(this millennium. Send a letter to The University
Chronicle, Mame 411. 940 Second
St, Portsmouth, OH. 45662 ATI'N:
Personal # 100
Woman in thirties,1eCUre in her
intelligence and beauty desires a man
with a dazzling intdlect who wants a ·
Stiperfluoos, sexualfiiendshipthatwill
provide both with the feverish
~ofphysical~and
sensations of euphoric arousal with
climax. Agedoesnotmatter(rcmembersheisathersexual peak)aslong as
you can !.eep up. Send letters to The
UniversityChronicle, Maso:411, 940
Second St, Portsmouth, OH 45662
ATIN: Personal #101
Seeks companionship. Male 21
seeks companionship of female who
is interested innotcreating astitsmll
relationship. Wants to be selfand share
·lifewithsomeone whocanbelovedas
they are. AD#OOl
LONELY! CALL ANYTIME
1-900-9~5500 EXT. 3630 $2.99
per min. Must be 18 yrs. Procall Co.
(602) 954-7420
SWF 21 and student, seeks alternative man who is outrageous and is
not afraid of romance; with a 90's
woman, for friendship and possible
long-tenn relationship. Send letter to
The University Chronicle Office,
Massie Hall 411,940 Second Street,
Portsmouth, OH. ATI'N: Personal
Adl/69.
KEN RAYB URN wants to meet
single, nice, good looking girl. 8584466
.

min.

mid-

( · ForRent , )
Room Mate Wanted - Asking
for someone to share a house. Call
353-0670
Three Bedroom houaeforrent.
Need 3 occupants. Call 353-0671.
Please leave message.
Apartmentforrent-1755 llth
St. Ground Floor: Newly remodeled. 3 bedrooms and kitchen, $300
per month. Call 932-4171

andmailltenance<t"aoouateandtimely
financial recorm, preparation of recChevy Camero RS 1989 - Blue, onciliations, analyses of records, and
automatic 2.8L 6 cyl. Good MP.G. other acoounting duties as assigned.
Great condition 52K miles Call 606 Requirements are: bachleors degree
757-3477 Must Sell. Have new car.
withamajorinaccounting,orequivaBooks for ule. ~hology 101 lent accounting knowledge gained
and 2 books for Human Growth and throughacootinationof00WSCW0dc
Development $12cachandbothvir- and directly applkable experience; 1
tually in new condition. Call Cathy at year of related experience; demonr.:5::::7::::4-86:::::::::1::::5=======~ stratedeffectivecommunicationskills,
.. ) · GOOl> q<J AJJ'tV; { J • high-level ofinitiative; and evidence

Companywillworkwithschoolschedule. Send resume to M8Iy Spindler,
Brown Corporation, 611 W. Second
Street, Waverly, Ohio45690. ·
DentalHygienilt-Parttimeposition. SendresumetoDr. Chattin,Rt. l
Box44-C, Mason, WV 25263. 304773-5833. FAX 304-773-5222.
EngineeringAMistant-Immediate opening for individual capable of
impection, documentation, understanding ofgeometric
and

for persons with physical handicap
and/or related emotional problems
Send resume to Hwnan n::soura::s
Gallipolis Developmental Center
2500 Ohio Avenue, Gallipolis, 0145631. 614-446-1642.
LicemedSocialWorker-Direc
tor of the Social Service0epartmen1
Candidatemustbeproficientinwork
ing with the Ohio MDS Plus systen
and all Federal and State long tern
care regulatiom. Applicant mustpos

:na::to~~!:
withpersonalOOlllpJtel'Sandmicmioft
spreadsheetapplicationsisprefelred.

experience is a plus. Associates degreeorsimilaracademicachievement

tioos, and marlreting abilities with:
genuine interest in the well being o

(Items foe

Sale)
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( OrgarHzations

Nondenominational Bible
Study.· Students, Faculty, and Staff"
welcome. For more information contact Linda Plummer at 355-2554.
SponsoredbySSUCampusMinistry.
Lookingforfolkstoplaypick-up
gamesofstreethockeyonrollerblades.
Ageandexperieocedonotmatter. See
Dr. TonyDzikinBusinessAnnelC 133
orcall 355-2326The University Chronick regularlyholdsstaffmeetinpon Tuesday
at 4:00 P.M in Massie 411.

( : E mploymen1;!

.J

Volunteen Needed at Southern Ohio Shelter ran by the Southern Ohio Task Force on Domestic
Violence (614) 456-8217. Great experience for Social Science Majors
only females need inquire.
Shawnee State Univenity is
seeking applicants for two (2) JUNIOR ACCOUNTANT vacancies.
These positions are responsible for a
variety of accounting tasks to assist
the Controller with the preparation

ulingthee\\mlSduimgthemomh-long
grand opening. Primaryresponsibilities ofthis position include the planningoffuturetheatereventsandoversight of the operational and financial
aspects of the Center. Qualifications
requiredforthepositionare:graduate
degree in the fine arts or business
administration,eightyearsormoreof
related experience with at least three
years in a senior administrative role,
and demonstrated supetb organi7.ational and communication skills. Experienceindevelopment,fund-raising
andgrant-writingisprefernd.Review
ofapplicatiODS will begin November
21, 1994 and will continue until the
positionisfilled. Theappointmentdate
is scheduled for January 1, 1995. salary is commensurate with qualifications and experieooe. Intersted applicantsshouldsoomita letterofinterest,
a resume, and the names and phone
numbers of five references to: Elinda
Boyles, Director of Personnel. Shawnee State University, 940 Second
Street, Portsmouth, Ohio 45662.
Quality Engi~~nna

Inten:uttural Center- Master's de-

gree preferred, Bachelors degree re-

quired,inEducatioo,~bology,Ethnic Studies, Social Services,
Counseling or related field. Three or
moreyearsofexperienceworkingwith
multicultural students in a university
settingpreferred. Sendletterofapplication,resume,onepagestatementof
personal philosophy on the role of a
multicultural center on a public universitycampus, and the names, adand telephone numbers and
three references to Michael Steamey,
Director, F.ducational Support and
Multicultural Services, University of
Wisconsin-GreenBay,SS1929,2420
Nicolet Drive, GrcenBay, WI 543117001. 414-465-2032.
Occupational Therapy Assistant- Part time position. Performs
duties under general supervision and
calls for working knowledge ofoccupationaltherapyassistancein order to
assistinimpleirentingandplanningof
standard or treatments, techniques
and activities to develop, improve or
restore function, compensate for dysbeworkingtowanlofdegreeinCADD. function and/or minimize dcbilition

_latedfield;orhighschooldipiomaari
sixyearsexperienceinsalesand~
analysis, withincreasingresponsib"
ties. Send llS1ll)e to Attn: E-94-2
FArm Credit Services, P .0.
34390, Louisville, KY 40232-43
or :filx to 502-566-3788 Attn:~

22.

Need extra Christmas mone
Ring bells for the Salvation Ami

Flexible hours - Good cause! a
353-2400between9AMand4P.
and ask for U Hickman.
H*SpringBreak*.. Americ
#1 Spring Break Company! Canal
Bahamas ,Daytooa&Panamal 11
LowestPrice Guarantee! Organm,
friends and TRAVEL FREE! F.lj
highest commissions! (800) 3

1RAVEL

Wanted!!!- Individuals, Studl
Organi7.ations and small
Promote SPRING BREAK '95. Bi
substantial MONEY and
TRIPS. CALL THE NATIO
LEADER. INTER-CAMPUS
GRAMS 1-800-327-6013
Departmeat Education-11
sonncl Department, Room 1012,

Omlieds
South Front Street. Colwmus, OH
43266-0308. Various teaching positions. Complete listing on file in the
Ca=r Services Office.
National Science Foondation

has several openings. National Sci-

enceFOlllldation, DivisionofHuman
Source Management. 4201 Wilson
Boulevard,Room315,Arlington, VA
22230. Come to the CoWlSCling and
Can:er Center to see a complete list-

mg ·

Alaska Employment- Students
Needed! Fishing industry. 'Earn up to
$3,000-$6,ooo+permorith. Roomand
boald! Transportation! Male or Female. No experience necessary. Call
(206)545-4155 ext A62301
CnaileShipsNowHiring-F.am
up to $2,ooo+/month working oo
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour compaDies. World tlllvel (Hawaii, Mexico,
theCariti,ean,etc.). SeasonalandFullTime available. No experience necesmy. For more informatioo call 1206-634-0468 ext. C62301
Biologist- Tcmponuy position
with the National SciCll0C foundation. This position provides scientific
assistaooetotbeProgramOfficcrsin
all phasesoftbeproposahevicwprocess; contributes to ad hoc reviewer
updatcandselectioobyreadingprofemonal journals and IeYicws in the
field and worldngwithPrognunOfficcrs to expand the reviewer base,

anddoinglibnuyracarchfortbcProgram. Applicantsmusthaveabaccalaun:ate degree in ecology or evolutionary science or equivalent
experience. Some administrative,
managerialorprofessionalexperience
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Trinidad State Junior College, Campus Box 328, Trinidad, CO 81082.
Penonnel Department- Room
1012. 65 South Front Street. Columbus.0043266-0308. Variousteaching positions. Complete listing on
file in the Career Services Office.
· Office of Penonnel Management- 200 Wes\ Second Street,
Room 507, Dayton, OH 45402.
Various government service positions. Listing on file in the Career Services Office. To Obtain
federal job info from a touchtone phone, call 513/225-2720
or 513/225-2866. .
Extension Agents- In Indian
Lake Hydrologic Unit Watershed
project--Auglaize, Hardin and
Logan Counties; Agriculture and
Natural
Resources--Drake
County ; 4"'HNouth Development--Henry and Medina Counties; Economic Development-Washington County; Business
Plan Development and Communications-- Bowling Green, OH.
Job description, responsibilities
and salary available:Variousapplication deadlines. Apply to Dr.
John N. Stitzlcin, The Ohio State
University Extension, 2120 Fyffe
Road, Columbus.OH 432101084. 614/292-6169. Taken from
Baldwin Wallace College Job
Bulletin.
· General Labor- Magic Ccn· tcr Car Wash has part time gencral labor positions available.
Call Trish Howard at 353-4000
or pick up an application at Magic
Center Car Wash, 1024 Findlay

1271, Buffalo, NY 14240.
Telesales Repraentative- Primary function is to increase sales
to assigned accounts. College degree required; PC expertise requir¢, previous sales experience
mandatory, excellentcommunication and organization skills, and
analytical ability. Send resume to
Recruitment and Selection Manager, Graphic Controls Corporation, P.O. Box 1271, Buffalo, NY
14240.
U.S. Department of Agriculture- Office of personnel, MiniMail, SM-7 Washington, DC
. 20250-9600. Various listed positions. Listing on file in the career
services office.
Martin Marieta Energy Systems, Inc.- continues to need the
resumcsandtranscriptsofstudents
with courses in mathematics, physics, chemistry, and electrical concepts for consideration as operators in training. If you arc
interested, please bring your material to the career center for faxing.
Custodial Worker- Intermittent sition. Knowled e of

NumberEx:94-41.
Gunsmithing Tool Room and
Machine Maintenance SpecialistThispersonisrespo11S1bleforthemanagement and operation of the gunsmithing tool room as well as the
maintenanceandrepairofmachinery
in the gunsrnithing shop areas. This

cleaning practices and proce- able with CellularOne. If interdures-; addition and subtraction. ested, stop in to review.
Skill in operating instructions; recPsych/MR Nurse- requires
ogniz.c safety warnings; stand, walk current license as registered proor bend continuously; lift up to 50 fessional nurse in State of Ohio
lbs. frequently. Send resume to as issued by Board of Nursing and
human resources, Gallipolis De- Nursing Registration. Provides
velopmental center, 2S00Ohio Av- psychiatric nursing care to speenue, Gallipolis, OH 45631. 614/ cific inmates who arc clients of the
446-1642.
Office of Psychiatric services to
Mechanical Designer- Must Corrections at the Allen/Lima Corhave product ot trim design expe- rectional Institutions. Submit Ohio
rience. Exposure to plastics, rub- Civil Scryjce Application to Ohio
ber or injection molding is desired. DepartmcntofMental Health, 30 E.
Desired candidate should have cx- Broad St., Room 1180, Columbus,
periencewith PRO-Eand/or Auto- OH 43266-0414.
CAD 12. Send resume to I.T.S. - - - - - - - - - - - Interconnect, 147 W. Schrock
Road, Westerville, OH 43081
CIIIIIY a. U1•1m11
D.11.A.
SSU students interested in a
career in jounalism should gain
IHOP
valuable experience and college
credit by working for The UniverVIINDOVI & SCREEN REPAIRS
sity Chronicle. We are accepting
applications for all departments.
• lllil t;r,1 I;, 1111,, li]lilf'r.1[ 1 , ·
Contact Bill Holmes, UC Editor,
• FA'!,.,
I ". ,
in Massie 411 or call 355-2278.
CellularOne-The office of
II INMlll a
Counseling and Career services
•.MIOe&MI
•--1°'9
has a listin of sitiolis avail-
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experience in related field; 1 ])
course or 3 months experience in ::/
application of mathematical, sta- C
tistical or analytical methods t
used in formulating and solving }
problems or in decision making; j
3 months -training or experience }
in technical or business writing; ]I
positionsupportsgunsmithingimtruc- valid driver's license. Send rel
tionandreportsdirectlytdthedivision sume to David Kirk, Human Reff .
chair. Applicant must have formal · sources, 180 East Broad Street,
[:
training in Gunsmithing or Machine 10th Floor, Columbus, OH.
) .
Trades; knowledge of gunsmithing
Mechanical Techniciantools, machine tool operations and Supports the design and dcvel- {
related.terminology; ability to com- opment of new products accord?
municatc effectively with students, ing to designated specifications. ·
instructors and the general public; Build, test, and troubleshoot
knowledge of firearms and firearm product prototypes. Associate
regulations;abilitytoperfonnmainte- degree in Mechanical Technolnance and repair on shop machinery. ogy. Minimum of 5 years experiIf interested submit a formal letter m cnce in product development. Ex-
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Committee, GunsmithingToolRoom
andMacbincMaintenanceSpecialist,

Selection Manager. Graphic
Controls Corporation. P.O. Box

Anyone wpth :anYlnteresttng pictures can submit theur at Jtie JJCt office, Alt
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AIDS _Education Comm·ttee recogn·zes World AIDS Day;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;...;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iiiiii.--

0Ar1:Thwsday.NOYanber11.1994 children worldwide will have lost will exceed 80,000.
It is widely believed that the tact with the woman's genital tract
TIME: 9:00am to 4:00pm · .. "thicitmothei'otbothparentsto AIDS.
AMONG TEENS AND ADO- typical person with HIV/AIDS is a Uum -vaginal secretions do with a
PLACE:UnivcrsityCemerl...dlby
AIDS IN THE UNITED LESCENTS:
homosexualmaleoranintravenous man's genital tract. This greater
STATES:
The AIDS epidemic has af- druguser. H~er.inreality,AIDS exposurelcadstoagreatersusceptiThe United States has by far fected everyone throughout the na- affi:ctseveryoneandagrowing mun- bility of women to HlV. Therefore,
All communities are being affected by the continuing spread of the highest reported rate of AIDS in tion, but young people, in particular, ber of people living with AIDS are men engaging in heterosexual interthe AIDS pandemic. Asof mid-1994, the industrialized world, with the are increasingly at risk for HIV/ women.
courseareatlessriskofbecoming
World Health Organiz.ation (WHO) number of diagnosed cases increas- AIDS. Among high school students
WHO estimates that53%per- inf~ than their female partners,
estimated that - 17 million men, ing rapidly. The number of known who said they were sexually active, centofwomendiagnosedwithAIDS and may have less motivations to
women, and children worldwide had deaths since January 1981 totaled only 46% reported using a condom areAfrican~American, 25%areCau- use condoms.
been infected with HIV .and that 220, 763 according to the Center for during their last sexual intercourse. casian, and 21% are Hispanic.
Thcre have been few studies
approximately4millionofthemhad Disease Control. Currently, it is Sincethemedianincubationperiod
HOW ARE WOMEN GET- that clarify the routes oftransmissionduringwoman-to-womansexual
developed AIDS. In the United estimated that around l million between HIV infection and AIDS TING INFECTED?
States, as of December 31, 1993, Americans are infected with HIV diagnosis is around 10 years, it is
Recently, the number of contactandtherearenoofficialsta361, 164 people in the U.S. had been (about l in every 250 people). The clear that many people who were women aoquiring HlV through het- tistics on how many lesbians are
diagnosed with AIDS; of these number of people infected repre- diagnosed with AIDS in their 20's erosexualcontactwithinfectedmen living with HlV/AIDS. However,
220,736 have died.
sents only a small fraction of the becaineinfectedasteenagers. AIDS has risen dramatically. In hetero- lesbians are at risk for HlV/AIDS,
Thc ultimate goal is to have as number of people who are and will is the sixth leading cause of death sexual wginalinteroourse, it is easier but more research is necessary to
manypcopleaspossiblewithinU.S. be affected by the virus, including among people aged 15 to 24. A re- to transmit HIV from a man to a determinehowthatriskdiffers, ifit
communities and around the world family members, friends, and loved ported 19% of adolescents with woman than from a woman toa man. does, from that of the heterosexual
communicating about HIV/AIDS in ones of infected individuals. By the AIDS aged 13 through 19, and 12% A greater amount of semen has con- population.
order to heighten the awareness of year 2000, it is estimated that most ofthoseaged20
.~r)S :IS a g!d-.,a! :t-.al.1.eng:, r-!>.d-to , • people wHHmow f'Jlmeone who ~z -, . .to 24, havebe,m · , .._
createtheunityessentialtotheworld- been infected with HIV.
i n fe cte d
wide effort against AIDS.
WHO IS AT RISK?
through heteroWHERE IS HIV FOUND?
GLOBAL STATISTICS:
Thcre is no specific descrip- sexual contact,
HIV
is
found
in:
The largest number of esti- tion of who gets HIV/AIDS. Men, compared with
*
semen
(and
pre-ejaculate fluid)
matedAIDScases-over2.5 million- women, and children of all ethnic '1°/o of the adult
* vaginal secretions
is in Sub-Saharan Africa, bot as the · groups, lifestyles, and sexual orien- AIDS cases.
* blood
epidemic takes hold in South and tations from across the country are Nearlyone-fifth
* breast milk
South-East Asia there has been an being diagnosed with HIV/AIDS. of all high
eight-fold increase in the past year HIV/AIDS does not discriminate school students
HOW DO YOU GET HIV?
in theuumberofAIDScasesinAsia, against peopie or groups but it does havehadfouror
lilV is a very weak virus and can only survive inside the body. Therefore, it
from more than 30,000 to about discriminateagainstriskybehaviors, more sex part- can only be contracted through intimate contact between an infected individual
250,000.
such as the sharing of needles for IV ners. Everyyear and an uninfected individual. lilV is passed on to another person only when
3
million
AIDS cases are theviSJble part drug use and unprotected sex.
blood, semen, vaginal secretions, or breast milk that contains lilV is introduced
of the epidemic, but because there is
AMONG MEN:
Americanteenon average 10 years between HIV
AIDS has been the second agerscontracta into th_!!-! ~son's body.
infection and the onset of AIDS, leading cause of death among men sexually transthey reflect the HIV situation a de- aged 25 to 44 since 1989, and in mitted disease
cade ago. Today, an estimated 16 some cities, such as Washington, (SID). sm·s
* Having unprotected sex (vaginal, anal, or oral) with someone infected with
million adults and over I million DC and San Francisco, AIDS is the facilitate the HIV
children have been infected with HIV leading killer of adult men aged 25 transmission of
* Injection drug use with a needle and/or syringe that previously were/was
sincethebegianingcf!!M:pa.'t~er.-.ic. to~. Inrecentyears, the percentage HIV.
used by an infected individual ·
·~
Thisisanincreaseofapproximately of AIDS cases among gay men has
-What is
*
Vertical
transmission
from
an
infected
mother
to
her
child
during p eg
3 million adult infections since July decreased from 62% to 48% due in the relationship
nancy,
delivery,
or
infancy,
either
from
infected
blood
or
from
breast
mi k
1, 1993, of which almost half oc- part to the adoption of safer sex between HIV
infection and
curred in women.
practices.
STD's?
FUTURE PROJECTIONS:
AMONG WOMEN:
Difficulty exists indeterminAIDS is the fourth leading
You do not get HIV from:
ing future projections of HIV/AIDS cause of death among women aged SID'sfacilitate* mosquito bites and other bug bites
cases mainly because HIV infection 25 to 44. The increase is reported transmission of
* sharing toilets, telephones, or clothes
goes largely undetected. In addi- AIDS cases in 199-3 was greater HIV due to the
* hugging, touching, or dry kissing a person with lilV
tion, AIDS cases are seriously un- among women than men; women fact that the
* sharing cups and utensils
presence
of
cerderestimated in some countries be- accounted for 12% of the cumula* attending school or going to any public place with lilV infected people
cause of inadequate diagnostic tive cases among adults and adoles- tain STD's in* working with a co-worker who is infected with lilV
facilities and poor disease reporting cents. Injection drug use is the most creases the risk
mechanisms. Therefore, WHO common source of infection among of contracting
draws upon many sources, includ- women at 49% but an increasing HIV. A person
ing studies of HIV prevalence and proportion of women contract the infected with
* Abstain from having sex
certain STD's
incidence in specific population virus from sexual partners at 35%.
.*
Having sex with only one mutually faithful, uninfected partner
groupsandareas, theestimatedsiu
AMONG INFANTS AND such as syphilis,
*
Not
using drugs or sharin.B_ needles and syringes
genital herpes,
ofsuchgroups,prevalenceinneigh- CHILDREN:
boring areas, and trends·over time,
20%to30%ofinfantsbomto or chancroid,
* Using latex condoms CQrrectly from start to finish with each act of
to estimate the glpbal_magnitude of . HIV infected women will become has sores on or
.
.
. .
the·anus:·va- intercourse (vaginal, anal, ·o r.om) .... - .
. -infected with the virus. The trans~
HIV.
By the year 2000, WHO mission from a mother to a child is gina, or penis
* For oral sex with a woman-using a condom cut open, dental dam, or
projects that the cumulative total of called vertical transmission. Ap- that permit the household non-microwavable plastic wrap with each act
HIV infections in men, women, and proximately 30,000 American chil- virus to enter
* Practicing safer activities such as dry kissing. massage, hugging. touchchildren will range between 30 and dren have already lost their parents the bloodstream
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